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OUR REVIEW

u HELVETIA

SWISS VILLAGE IMPRESSIONS

HELVETIA

FAMILY LIFE AND BUSY WORK

The cover of the red box features a white
cross in which you can see mountain peaks.
Many players, who I did ask about this, have
expected a game on topics like mountain
climbing, cheese, skiing or a quiz on Switzerland due to this cover. But this game is
far from all this!
In this game you found a village and try to
turn it into a flowering community, mainly
engineered by setting-up different building
in the guise of tiles.
At the start of the game each player receives a village center, 16 village inmates,
8 men and 8 women, 4 action discs and 17
delivery cubes.
The plan is laid out, he shows a track for victory points, spots for goods delivery, an area
for the school and one area each for the professions of of Builder, Carter, Night Watch,
Priest and Midwife.
The building tiles are sorted by their back
sides into the basic buildings tiles, marked
with letters A to E, and into tiles numbered
“1”, “2” and “3”. Tiles marked with “3” are
shuffled face-down and placed next to the
board, and then you add building tiles numbered “2” to the stack.
All building tiles marked with ”1” are placed
next to the board.
Now players choose 1´three building tiles
from the 15 basic buildings. These basic
buildings enable you to produce one of
the basic raw materials, grain, wood, stone,
water and bricks. Building tiles that were
not chosen go back to the box; they do not
come into play in this game.
A building for the 6th basic resource, ore,
can only be acquired in the course of
the game, as this is among the buildings
marked with a „1“.
The player who did choose a building last is
starting player. In Switzerland, according to
the rules, direction of game play is traditionally counter-clockwise; therefore this game
is played counter-clockwise, too.
Before the game starts each player takes
up 3 of his woman and 3 of his men figurines. Each player places a man on one of his
building tiles and a woman on one of the
other, remaining tiles. Then he places a man
or a woman into the school. If a man is in the
school, he must place a woman on his last
remaining empty building, or a man, if the
figurine placed in the school was a woman.
Now you are left with one woman and
one man. One of these two you marry to
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a figurine of your left neighbor, by placing
his figurine on the building which he wants
to marry his figurine into. Of course, he can
only place a man with a woman or vice
versa. Due to this marriage he can use this
building of his neighbor. You cannot marry
into buildings already occupied by a couple
or which is empty. All in all there are 6 action
discs in play for each player, two of those
are not assigned for your use at the start,
but you place them into the village centers
of the two players next to you on your right
side.
These action discs you can acquire in the
course of the game, when you marry into
the village of the respective player.
In the course of the game players now set
up buildings in their own village, marry into
the villages of other players, deliver goods
and try to earn victory points with all these
activities.
Each delivery of goods earns you a victory
point, and it must be noted that you can
deliver each kind of goods only once in the
game; for the more valuable goods there is
an advantage available for the first player
delivering a certain good, he will receive an
additional victory point for it.
In the course of the game raw materials are
immediately changed into victory points,
when you produce them, hoarding raw
materials is not possible and you can only
always produce one item of raw material for
each building you use.
One of the special features of the game is
that the starting player already starts with
one victory point; this is of course only important at the end of the game, as the starting player changes continually.
One round of the game continues until only
one player has action discs left.
Each player has 4 action discs at the start
of the game representing 4 actions, he can
place them one by one or place all action
discs on the same profession, see further
down.
In one of my test games the players were
my daughter Isabella, her friend Andreas,
my husband Walter and I.
Isabella was start player. She placed one of
her action discs on the profession „builder“.
At the start of the game she had chosen
the building tiles for producing wood, grain
and water. On her building tile for wood
production she had placed a man. He was
now laid down to indicate that he had pro-

duced wood, which she immediately used
to acquire the building tile “Eisenhütte” for
ore and to place it into her village. By laying
down a figurine, in this case this of the man,
the figurine is put to sleep and cannot be
used for further production before the figurine has been woken up again.
As Isabelle still had a woman not yet assigned to a building, she placed her into the
„Eisenhütte“.
Building tiles are laid out around the village
Maria Schranz
Helvetia is one of the best games I ever reviewed and
played, a highlight that should be in the collection of every
experienced player!

center. You try to be the first to completely
surround the village center with buildings,
because this will earn you 4 victory points.
The the later stages of the game building
tiles will become available which yield victory points, but do not enable you to produce anything; these buildings need not
be activated by a man or woman figurine.
All production buildings must be occupied
by a man or a woman figurine to make the
buildings productive. If you want to earn
the victory point tile for completing the ring
of buildings around your village center, you
must have a man or woman figurine on all
of the production buildings.
As you play in counter-clockwise direction,
it was my turn now and I placed an action
disc on the profession „Priest“. I had placed
a woman into the school and had one man
left in the village center; as I wanted to marry into the “Eisenhütte – ore building” in Isabella’s village, I needed a man and therefore
I took the figurine from the village center
and placed it into Isabella’s Eisenhütte; so
now iron production was available to me.
You cannot refuse a marriage in this game.
With this marriage I also acquired my action
disc that was situated in Isabella’s village
center and so my total of action discs rose
to 5 and I had still 4 left over for further use.
Now it was Walters turn; he had chosen the
production buildings for wood, stone and
brick at the start of the game. He placed
three action discs on the profession of „Carter” and in consequence delivered the three
goods wood, stone and brick and placed
one delivery cube each on the spots for
wood, stone and brick on the game board.
This instantly earned him the victory point
tile which is awarded to the first player delivering exactly this combination of three
goods.
Due to this production/delivery Walter put
his figurines to sleep in the production
buildings for wood, brick and stone.
Andreas hat chosen the production buildings for grain, stone and brick at the start of

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39
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the game. In addition to this, he had married into the wood production building in
Isabella’s village at the start of the game. He
now placed two action discs on the profession of „Builder“ and used this to produce
wood in the building in Isabella’s village, put
the woman there to sleep and immediately
used the wood produced to acquire and
build an “Eisenhütte” building for ore.
For his second action disc on „Builder“ he he
acquired a building tile which enabled him
for the rest of the game a 1:1 exchange of
all six basic resources, always only one raw
material for one other raw material.
This building tile cost him 1 brick, so Andreas put the woman in his brick production building to sleep.
The figurine in the center of Andreas‘ village
was a man; he placed him into the building
for exchanging raw materials.
Andreas could not place a figurine into his
new Eisenhütte, as there was no figurine left
in his village center.
Isabella now placed 2 action discs on the
profession of “Midwife” and placed one figurine in a way that showed the “child” marker
into both production buildings in her village where there were already couples.
Persons in buildings can marry and have
children while sleeping, but they cannot
produce when asleep.
I in my turn now placed an action disc on
the profession of „Builder“ and followed
Andreas‘ lead in acquiring the building for
exchanging the raw materials. This building
is only available twice in the game, and so
Isabella and Walter would not be able to acquire this building for their village.
Of course, I had to put to sleep the figurine
on my production building for bricks to enable me to build the exchange.
As I had no figurine left in the village center I
could not place a person on the building for
exchanging raw materials.
Walter now placed his last remaining action
disc on the profession of „Night Watch“ and
woke up all figurines in the left quadrant
of his village, which were the two persons
for producing brick and wood. The figurine
producing stone could not be woken, because it was situated in another quadrant of
the village.
To wake up persons you chose one quadrant of the village, as viewed from the village center, where you wake up all figurines,
also those other players you did marry into
this building.
Walter was now out of action discs.
Andreas placed an action disc on the role
of „Midwife“ and took a figurine from stock,
turned it the show the child mark and
placed as a child into the building with his
couple.
Isabella placed an action disc on the profession of „Priest“ and married her child
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in school, which was a woman, to Walter’s
man figurine in the stone production building in Walters’s village. As Walter held one of
Isabella’s action discs, she received this immediately and again had one disc available.
I now also placed an action disc on the profession of „Night Watch“ and woke up my
figurine in the brick production building.
Andreas placed his 4th and last production
disc on the profession of „Carter“ and put
his person on the grain production building
to sleep, this enabled him to place a delivery
cube on the grain spot on the board.
When Andreas had finished his actions the
situation was as follows: Isabella had one
action disc left, I still had 2 action discs on
hand. As it was Isabella’s turn again, she
placed her 5th action disc on the profession
of “Night Watch” and woke up her wood
producing person in her village.
As she had spent her last action disc for
this action the round ended immediately.
I could not use my two remaining actions
discs in this round.
This immediately resulted in me becoming
the new start player and receiving the start
player marker.
Now we checked who had placed the most
action discs with which of the five professions.
On the space for the “Builder“ profession
there were 2 action discs from Andreas,
and one action disc from Isabella and one
of mine. With his two discs Andreas had the
majority there and received the tile for the
supplementary “Builder” action. This tile
enabled him during the following round to
take an additional building action. A supplementary action can only be used after
a normal action done by placing an action
disc, so it does not matter which action is
implemented due to the action disc placed.
The tile for the supplementary action “Carter” went to Walter, as he had placed 3 action
discs there and Andreas had only placed
one.
The supplementary action “Night Watch”
was not assigned as Walter, Isabella and I
had one action disc each in the space for
this profession and so nobody hat a majority there. By the way, when you hold a
supplementary tile from a previous round
and nobody could acquire a majority in this
profession in the current round the tile remains with the player who did acquire it in a
previous round. The supplementary action
“Priest” was not assigned, either, as Isabella
and I both had one action disc in this profession’s space. The supplementary tile for
“Midwife” was assigned to Isabella, as she
had 2 action discs in this profession and Andreas had only placed one action disc there.
Now all of us with the exception of Isabella

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

OUR REVIEW

40 Lines for Meeples

Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

Just in time, before Spiel ’11 at Essen, this
edition of WIN is ready for you! This event at
Essen is another highlight for each gamer,
because there are the new games, especially
for us! Never before have so many ambitious
games been published! We have finished our
Games Compendium 2012, which will be
available in its printed version for sale in a
German and an English edition. This edition
is also available in an eBook version from
Amazon for Kindle. Our PREVIEW of games,
which has been online for several weeks, has
yielded a result, thanks to the participation
of many gamers, and we will create a list of
recommendable games, IN THE LIMELIGHT,
in time for Essen. Please visit our sites for this
information. Also during Spiel at Essen you
can use this database, it can be used on any
portable device, smart phone or tablet. You
can use it on the spot to search for games,
publishers or booths. We will gladly demonstrate the possibilities to you at our booth
in Hall 9-14 and there we also have some
GIMMICKS to give away for free, this year for
Pantheon, Mondo and Helvetia.
http://www.ludorium.at
In our database currently more than 28.000
texts and more than 20.000 images are available.
WIN The Games Journal can now also be
read as eBook on Kindle (in German and
English) and is therefore again easier to read
on the diverse modern devices than a PDF.
For all subscribers the eBook is available for
download NOW.
In case you like our WIN: Please take out a
subscription, we have established a Paypal
account, so payment of € 6 for a one-year
subscription is easy and safe.
http://www.gamesjournal.at
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u HELVETIA

took our children from School. Isabella had
no child left in School, as she had already
married it during the previous round.
The children were now grown up and – for
the time being – placed into the village center. When there are unoccupied building
tiles in your village you must place one of
the children immediately on one of the free
buildings. If there are more buildings unoccupied than children coming back from
school, you choose where you place a man
or a woman figurine.

earned him 1 victory point. Isabella had
acquired no victory point tiles and had delivered no goods, but she held the supplementary tile for the “Midwife” profession for
1 victory point.
This resulted in a score after the first round
as follows:

Then the victory points for the round were
scored. I had the start player symbol, but
no other additional victory points. Walter
had placed three goods on the board and
thereby acquired one victory point for this
delivery; furthermore he held the supplementary tile for the “Carter” action, which
earned him another victory point.

The best scoring method is to set back the
victory point markers of all players to zero
and freshly add up all victory points of the
round. Why? Because one of the interesting
features of Helvetia is that there is no accumulation of victory points, you only mark
the points acquired in the current round. If
you managed to acquire 6 points in the previous round and 8 points in this round, your
score is 6 and not 14! ,

Andreas had delivered one grain and had
the supplementary tile for “Builder” which
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Walter – 5 victory points
Andreas - 2 victory points
Isabella – 1 Victory points
I myself – 1 Victory point

As the recording of a complete game would
result in an enormous amount of pages, I
break off here, as all the basic mechanisms
of the game have been explained in the
player actions described for the first round.
I would just like to mention which raw materials can be delivered or produced during
the game. With water you can make beer
or goats in the corresponding buildings,
from ore you can produce iron and from
grain either cows or bread, again only if
you acquired the corresponding buildings
for these goods. An example for producing bread: You put the person in the grain
production building to sleep and then the
person in the building for production bread.
This is a good point to remind you again
that raw materials/resources/goods can
only be produced to be directly delivered or
used for a building action.
The game continues until a player in a game
of four tops a score of 18 victory points in
the simple version and 20 points for the

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39
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The game offers an enormous amount
of tactical and strategic possibilities and
choices.
Especially the marriage mechanism is very
innovative, as this enables a player to use
the buildings of other players and produce
goods for which one could not or would not
build the buildings oneself.
A player is often confronted with decisions
between several equally interesting possibilities for actions; very often it can be an
advantage to use several action discs at the
same time for the use of a profession to be
able to implement this action several times
in a well-thought-out sequence.
The game seems very balanced and the
game was won in several different ways in
our test games. You can win by building
victory point tiles and restricted deliveries
as well as with delivering lots of goods and
building less. Building of production buildings and marrying into production buildings of other players depends only on the
chosen strategy of the individual player.
Both ways can win you the game.
Interaction and communication are lively
and rather high in this game.
In the course of many games the marriage
mechanism initiated many funny comments from the players, one example: One
of our female players accosted her friend
with “I want to marry you!” For a moment
he looked at her, very irritated and a bit
confused, until he understood that she intended to marry his wood producing man
in the building and did not mean him at
all. His face was causing quite a few laughs
among players.
The strategic and tactical elements are very
strong in the game and so all in all I can only
call this game an absolute highlight.
The components of the game are extremely
pretty, support game play very well and
give a comfortable felling to the game. One
really feels that one is developing a village
and marrying one’s denizens well and with
a purpose.

ble is not right – if players sit too far apart is
is not easy to keep all one’s figurines in view,
not to mention raw material symbols on the
buildings of other players.
Despite those rather marginal points which
in no we reduce the fun in playing or the
performance of the game Helvetia for me
is one of the best games I ever reviewed or
played.
Mechanism-wise the game does not offer
lots of new ideas, but the unorthodox mix
and the clever mechanism of marrying the
workers in this game provide lots of good
game play.
The flow of the game, which is different
every time, provides a high incentive to
play again, even after many games already
played.
In my opinion, it is slightly too complex for
a family game due to the slightly complex
rules, so I would categorize it as a game for
the group Games with Friends.
But of course, the game also can be recommended as an absolute highlight to all
experienced players and I can only suggest
trying it out and playing it, it is an absolutely
rewarding experience.
Maria.Schranz@spielen.at

INFORMATION
Designer: Matthias Cramer
Artist: Imelda & Franz Vohwinkel
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2011
www.kosmos.de

2-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Worker Placement game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:

Very attractive components * not really
new mechanisms are combined excellently and surprisingly different * Man
and woman figurines not easily distinguishable * all in all a fantastic game
Compares to:

Puerto Rico for the choosing of professions,
Caylus for worker placement, Blood Royal for
marrying and having children
Other editions:
Currently none

My only points that I want to criticize are
the rather bland cover of the box and the
figurines of man and women, sometimes
they are rather hard to distinguish. The third
point does only come into play when the ta-
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PLAYERS:

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

My rating:

full version of the game, at the end of the
round, which of course includes handing
on the starting player symbol to the player
who could not use all his action tiles, this
scores him one victory point. Walter did win
with 20 victory points.

OUR REVIEW

GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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u 1880 CHINA

RAILWAYS IN CHINA

1880 CHINA

SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT STOCK AND OPERATION ROUNDS

1880 is as all other games in the 18xx series
based on 1829 by Frances Tresham.
In this review I will not enter on details of
the basic rules, these can be checked in
other reviews or several rules, that are easily
available on the web, among them those of
1880, too.
I will concentrate instead on the deviations
from the basic game, on that what is new,
and – let me tell you at the start, there are
more of those than in most other versions
of 18xx.
Designers Helmut Ohley and Leonhard Orgler have previously published other versions of 18xx, most of them self-published
by Double-O games. So is 1880. Their games
are usually offered in several different versions, from the cheapest do-it-yourself version, with plastic chips and without money
to ready-to-play versions, pre-cut and with
wooden chips instead of plastic and with
paper money.
As all other versions published by DoubleO, and most of all 18xx versions, 1880, too,
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offers a new map, China, and a few new
rules that make the game different from
others.
In 1880 an entirely new step was taken,
which I have so far seen nowhere else, these
time the designers interfere with the basic
mechanism of the 18xx games. There are still
stock dealing rounds and operation rounds.
But - differently from most games where
usually a stock dealing round is followed
by a fixed number of operation rounds in
which all companies operate their trains in
turn - in 1880 the stock dealing rounds interrupt operation rounds when certain events
take place. Operation rounds should no longer go by this name, companies operate in
turn in a never-ending cycle until the game
end condition has been met.
The event that initiates a stock dealing
round is the disappearance of the last engine of a type from the display. This can happen in two ways: On the one hand due to
the classic standard buy by a company. On
the other hand each time a company buys

an engine, this buy is marked. When no engine is bought for a whole cycle, that is, until
the company who made the last buy, operates again, all engines of this type are taken
out of the game.
This new course of the game of course
changes the game substantially, in a positive way as well as a negative one. A positive change surely is that the game is simply different and offers some new strategic
Markus Wawra
1880 is an interesting 18xx version which introduces a different
feeling due to lots of new rules. Unfortunately, the duration of
the game is very long, even compared to other 18xx games.

considerations, for instance, that after stock
dealing rounds, depending on the current
situation, one or more of the companies
tend to have one more operation possibility
than another company. A negative aspect
surely is the long duration of 1880, which is
only partly due to the changed mechanism,
but this change makes the use the classic
support programs for PCs, which can accelerate 18xx games considerably, difficult.
Another important new feature is the division in 4 construction phases (A, B, C and D).
When a company is founded, a player has
the choice to acquire a 20%, 30% or 40%
director’s share. A 40% company can only
build in one building phase, a 30% com-

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39
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In this context the Jeme Tien Yow Engineer
Office should be mentioned among the private companies that are auctioned at the
start of the game, it offers a company an additional right to build in phase D- The other
private companies offer advantages which
are familiar from similar companies in other
variants and need not be mentioned especially.
Well worth mentioning though are the foreign investors. These investors correspond
to European powers owning a trade post
that is marked on the map, the so called
home station. After the auction of the private shares each player can choose exactly
one investor. He receives one share of the
first company which this player opens.
The foreign investors operate before the
stock companies and can build track as
usual. They borrow the currently available
engine from the bank and “harvest” with
it. The money is kept, though. As soon as
the investor is connected to the company
whose share he holds the player receives
the share of the investor as well as a bonus
of 50 Yuan. The operation capital of the
investor is handed to the corresponding
stock company. Which requires a decision
on whether connecting early to have one
more privately owned share early or to wait
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long to acquire a high operation capital for
the company for the end game.
Another interesting feature is that from buying the first #4 engine until the buy of the
first #6 engine the share values of the companies do not change. This is meant to mirror the Maoist times from the Communist
revolution to the opening of the Shanghai
Stock Exchange.
The rest of the rules adhere to the usual
spectrum known from other 18xx versions.
My resume is that 1880 is a very interesting
version, especially for very experienced 18xx
players. Especially due to the new course of
the game 1880 offers a welcome diversion
from the standard games and therefore
plays differently, too.
For newcomers to the 18xx games I would
think the game not ideally suited, but this
is a personal opinion, I did not have the opportunity to really test it.
For the rest, there is not much or next to
nothing to criticize. The rules are well structured, clear and easily understandable. The
components are well made and are well
above the usually low 18xx standard. The
quality of the components is typical for selfpublished games, so for instance has the
board not been printed on very sturdy cardboard, but still, if is sufficient. 
Markus.Wawra@spielen.at

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

INFORMATION
Designer: H. Ohley, L. Orgler
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 39-75 Euro
Publisher: Double-O Games 2010
www.lonny.at

PLAYERS:

3-7
AGE:

13+
TIME:

300+

EVALUATION
Railway and stock market game
For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: some
Comments:

18xx version * many new features *
long, complex rules * rules easily understood * takes a very long time to play
Compares to:

All other games of the 18xx family
Other editions:
Currently none

My rating:

pany in two phases and a 20% company in
three building phases.
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u MAGNUM SAL

THE SALT MINES OF CRACOW

MAGNUM SAL
SALT FOR THE KING

1368 AD: The King of Poland establishes the
Cracow Salt Mine. We, the managers of the
mine, will work hard to be the best supplier
of the king.
Yet another Polish game and another Polish
Hit. When you open the box you perceive a
small 42x31 cm board (depicting part of the
village of Wieliczka, the entrance of the mine
and people crowding the roads), a long mine
shaft (with an elevator to lift the minerals), 2
sets of “Carcassonne style” tiles numbered I
– II and III (18 mine chambers and 24 king’s
orders), 21 tools cards (printed on heavy
carton), coins (in 1-3-5-20-50 Grosz, the Polish money) and wooden cubes in four colors
(brown, green, white salt and blue water).
Each player also gets a set of 10 workers (colored wooden meeples) of which only 4 are
immediately available. Yes, MAGNUM SAL is
another worker placement game, but with
its own personality, as we will see.
The mine shaft is placed under the board,
just were the mine entrance is depicted:
then the 8 mine tiles numbered “I” are placed
(4 on each side of the level -2 of the shaft);
let’s go down to level -4 and place the 6
mine tiles “II” (3 on each side) ; finally at level
-6 are placed the last 4 mine tiles (2 on each
side). All the tiles are “face down” (in the basic
game) so you do not know what they offer.
Now that our mine is ready the hard work
may start: players have to find the minerals
and to bring them outside to be sold and
shipped to the king.
But while waiting for the labor bell to call the
workers to the mine, let’s make a short trip in
Wieliczka (the board).
- The CASTLE dominates the area and we
will place here the king’s orders (tiles depicting different combinations of colored cubes
that will grant a certain amount of money to
the player that will be the first to satisfy the
request).
- A road starts from the castle and passes in
front of the INN: here we will place a marker in a short ”track” numbered 5 to 8 (the
marked number is the cost to hire a new
worker).
- Opposite to the Inn there is the PUMP
HOUSE: as you know mines have the irritating habit to be flooded when you find
a spring-water, so sometimes you need a
“mechanical” help (in game terms with the
pump you may get rid of some blue cubes
down in the mine, in order to facilitate the
extraction of the minerals). The pump is free
if you extract only one cube, but cost 2 coins

8
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for two cubes, 5 coins for 3 cubes, 9 coins for
4 cubes, etc.)
- The road arrives now in a large MARKET
PLACE where you will be able to buy or sell
your minerals: at the set-up 2 brown and
1green cubes are placed on the first cases of
their tracks.
- On your right you also see the MINE ENTRANCE, but as the labor bell still has not
rung we turn left and climb the hill.
- Immediately after the market place we see
the TOWN SQUARE, where a lot of people are
sitting around the water pit discussing and
waiting (probably) for an employment at
the Inn in front. Unemployed people will get
some money from the king (in games terms
going to the Town Square allows you to get
1 coin for free, a useful action when you do
not know what to do or you cannot do other
actions)
- Finally we enter the village center where we
see a very busy WORKSHOP: here are placed
some TOOL cards that will help you in the
game, or will … complicate the play of the
other players.
Hey … we were just looking at the shop
when the labor bell rang so the game must
start!
Each player is given 4 workers and one brown
cube. The 8 king orders of phase “I” are placed
on the castle and the first 3 are turned and
placed to show which combination of minerals king Casimir the Great needs today. The
first 7 tool cards are also randomly selected
and placed on the Workshop: 3 of them are
then revealed. A round marker is placed on
the order track at the castle and a second one
is placed on the appropriate case on the Inn
track (this depends on the number of players). Assign the “first player” marker: he receives 10 coins, and the other players will get
12, 14 and 16.
The first player may now select two actions
between the following:
- Place or move a worker in the mine: the very
first miner must be placed on the first case
of the mine shaft (level -1). Then each new
miner may be placed on adjacent cases (first
in the -2 case of the shaft, then on the level
-2 mine tiles). The first to enter a new mine
tile will turn it on the front side placing also
on it the depicted number of cubes. You may
put a worker in a case already occupied by
another player, but it is FORBIDDEN to leave
a case empty after a “chain” of workers has
been established.
- Extract mineral from a mine chamber: you

use your workers to extract the mineral from
a tile. Each worker may take ONE cube. Unfortunately you may also find blue water
cubes in the mine chamber, and this obliges
you to use one worker extra for each water
cube. If, for example, you have 3 workers on
a tile showing 1 brown, 1 green and 1 blue
cube you need all of them to extract the mineral cubes, because the third worker is needed to help with the water. Alternatively you
may use the Pump station to eliminate the
blue cubes … but this will cost an extra action, as we will see later. Once extracted the
mineral MUST be transported on the surface
passing through mine chambers and mine
Pietro Cremona
Each game is different and always new as well as a challenging and interactive game for expert players!

shaft cases. If you have a worker on each case
you take the cubes for free and your action is
over. But if you pass through cases without
your workers you must pay 1 coin per cube
to one of the players that have a worker on
that case. After the transport lay down the
workers that you used for the extraction
(they are tired and must rest)
- Place a worker as an Assistant in the board:
The Castle, the Pump Station, the Market and
the Workshop have all a special circle with a
meeple icon. Using this action you may place
one of your workers (not from the mine) in
those circles (only one meeple per circle).
You will then get 1 coin every time that this
building will be used (even if you use it).
- Pass: you decide to do nothing so you may
rest all your tired workers (they stand up
again)
- Visit a building: you may visit a building
only ONCE per turn, in order to perform the
special actions that follow
INN: when you visit the inn you may hire
ONE NEW worker, paying the amount indicated by the marker on the inn track (from
a minimum of 5 coins to a maximum of 8).
Once you have done the payment move the
marker one case on the right
WORSHOP: when you visit the workshop you
may buy one of the 3 face up cards: the leftmost one cost only 3 coins, the middle one 4
coins and the right one 5 coins. Then move
the remaining cards to the left and add a
new card from the reserve to fill all the available spaces (if all the 7 cards are bought the
workshop … closes until the next phase).
PUMP STATION: if you visit the pump station
you surely need help to eliminate the water
cubes that invaded your mine. The cost depends on the number of water cubes that
you pump away. This is a very strong action
when used in combo with an “extraction” as
you eliminate the blue cubes first and you
are then allowed to use all your workers to

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39
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extract minerals.
TOWN SQUARE: when you visit this place
you get 1 coin
MARKET PLACE: here you may sell some of
your cubes and /or buy cubes (but you cannot sell and buy the cubes of the same color
in the same phase). This action is very useful
when you need to honor a king’s order but
you miss some cubes. Or you may sell some
of your extra cubes when you need money
(for example when you have to extract good
minerals but you have to pay the transport
cost to other players and you do not have
enough money)
CASTLE: here is where the game is won or
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lost. When you want to visit the castle you
must send a worker here. He may not immediately enter the castle (after all a king
is a king … and he is not always available!)
so you are obliged to queue for a couple of
turns: you arrive at the castle yard on turn X,
you advance in front of the door in turn X+1
and in the turn X+2 you enter the castle and
may sell your cubes to the king. Which cubes
depends on one of the three tiles shown over
the castle: you give the right cubes to the
bank, you take the tile with that combination and you receive the amount of money
marked on the tile. Easy? Yes, unless some
“recommended persons” (I can hear you!

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.
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But, YES, also at that time “recommended
persons” existed!) will pass before you, will
get your tile and will leave you with … an
open mouth! Very nasty … but you probably
wonders how we can be recommended:
well, you need to go to the workshop when
a “Royal privilege” card is available (I told you
that after all a king is a king!!!). Anyway, once
a king’s order tile is taken from the castle the
marker on the order track is moved down
one position: when it reaches position “5”
then Phase I of the game finishes.
The labor bell rings again and all the workers go back home (put all your meeples in
front of you: of course if you hired new work-
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ers you have now more possibilities for the
following phases) and a few adjustments on
the board should be made. The order marker
at the castle goes back to the initial position,
as does the Inn marker (the cost to hire the
workers goes back to the minimum value).
Take the king’s order tiles of PHASE II and
place them on the castle, turning the first 3
as usual. Also take 7 new tool cards and place
them on the workshop, turning on the first 3.
Eventually add a brown cube in the market,
if it is empty.
The night arrives and, of course, all the workers rest (and will be available “standing” for
the following phase). The day after the sequence is the same and the new first player
(the one to the left of the previous first player) may start doing his actions, placing Assistants, buying tools, enter the mine, forming a
chain of workers, and so on. Remember that
now there are new mine chambers at level -4
that you may explore: of course the deeper
the mine, the better the minerals.
The games works without problems: it is very
rare to go back to the rules for clarifications
as all the actions are pretty logical. After the
first game all the players are ready for a REAL
match. And now things change because a lot
of dirty tricks are allowed while playing MAGNUM SAL.
I did not forget to describe the TOOL CARDS
and it is time to look at them: we have 21
cards (7 randomly taken on each PHASE).
They may be used “once” per phase (turn
them down when you use them) and they
are “free” (they are not considered actions):
- ROPE: will help you in the mine, allowing to
add or move an extra worker
- PICKAXE: will help to extract one extra mineral from one tile
- BUCKET: you may take one blue water cube
and place it in an adjacent chamber (probably receiving a “thank you” from one of the
opponents that hoped to easily extract minerals)
- CART: will allow you to pass through 1-2
connected cases without paying the transport cost: VERY useful when you have the opportunity to extract 3-4 cubes in one action.
- FOOD: you may rest TWO workers without
having to use the “Pass” action
- COMMERCIAL PRIVILEGE: you may sell for
1 coin more or buy for 1 coin less. You may
even sell when the market is completely full.
- ROYAL PRIVILEGE: one of the most powerful
cards, especially in Phase III, when the king
orders assign a lot of money and there is a
race to be the first to sell
The more Tool Cards you have at the end of
the game … the more BONUS points you
get: so try always to buy a tool card when
you have an opportunity, especially if you
have an assistant in the workshop (because
he gives you 1 coin back each time that you
buy)

10
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On Phase I usually players have no problems
in searching minerals on different mine tiles:
there are 8 tiles and it is not necessary to …
fight. But when you go to level -4 things start
to change: with 6 tiles that show more and
better minerals you cannot afford to be too
late in extracting, so often you reach a mine
tile discovered by another player and you
try to be the first to extract, in order to take
the better cubes. Remember that you have
only 2 actions per turn and you MUST always consider what your opponents may do
against you. Let’s see a classic situation: with
your second action you discovered with a 4
cubes mine (yellow, yellow, brown, brown)
with a couple of blue water cubes. You have
only the just moved worker. One opponent
brings 2 of his workers on the same tile. On
your turn you have to decide if you need an
extra worker (to share the four cubes with
your opponent) or if you take the pump action and extract one yellow cube. With the
first solution your opponent will thank you,
will use the pump action and then will extract the TWO yellow cubes. With the second
solution he will extract the second yellow
and one brown cubes.
On level -6 the fight will be even harder: with
only 4 tiles and plenty of very valuable cubes
you CANNOT leave an opponent alone in a
tile unless you already have 3-4 workers in
another tile and … no opposition.
Pay a lot of attention at the available king
orders: there is nothing worse in this game
than collect valuable cubes for a very lucrative tile and when you are ready an opponent take it before you. If you are not yet in
the castle queue you may hope for a second
“good” tile from the stock, but if you were already in the castle you risk to lose your cubes
or to be obliged to spend your hard taken
cubes for a minor order !!! Disaster. Of course
if a Royal Privilege is on sale at the workshop
you have to try to buy it, especially in Phases
I and II: in Phase 3 mine tiles are probably
more important.
For beginners a few suggestions: first and
most important hire 1-2 workers on turn 1
or 2, if prices are still low (this action is hard
for the first player, with only 10 coins, but he
may hire a worker with his first action and
then, possibly place him as an Assistant at
the Workshop, in order to receive 5-6 coins
on phase I). This means that it is also a good
idea to place an Assistant on the Workshop,
if the first player is still not there, otherwise
buy the best tool card. Finally put workers on
level -1 and -2 of the mine shaft in order to
minimize the cost of transport: at the beginning of the game the money is very important, also because the first king’s orders are
cheap.
Remember that the game will be won or lost
on level -4 and -6 so tray to get cubes to satisfy 1 or 2 king’s orders on Phase I, if possible,

but sometimes is better to save cubes for
phase II, when those orders are more lucrative.
NEVER allow one of your opponents to stay
alone in a mine of level -4 or -6 with more
than 1 worker, and, yes, try to use the combo
the pump house/extraction in tiles with a lot
of water cubes.
At the end of Phase III victory points are calculated: you get 3 coins for each cube still in
your stock and a variable number of coins
(from 2 to 20) based on the number of tools
that you own.
Add the above to your pocket money and the
winner will be the player with most money
The rules also offer a “variant” for players that
do not like the “random” search of the mine
tile: you place all the mine tiles face up, so
each player knows perfectly where the best
minerals are.
We liked very much MAGNUM SAL to the
point that we played it several times in a
very short period. Everybody thought that
the “bad” experience of the preceding game
helped him in finding the … best strategy,
discovering that everything changed on the
following game. It is a very challenging and
interactive game for expert players 
Pietro Cremona
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MERCHANTS & MARAUDERS

KORSAREN DER KARIBIK
GET ME ANOTHER KEG OF RUM!

diminishes, the captain, looking through
the telescope, descries what he has been
afraid of all along – on the brig a black flag
has been hoisted – pirates! Clear the decks
for action!

There’s a pirate, known to fame
Black Macocco was the pirate’s name.
In his day, the tops was he
Round the Caribbéan or Caríbbean Sea.
“Mack the Black” from the musical film “The
Pirate”, directed by Vincente Minnelli, 1948
A ship under full sails is dashing through
rough seas, its cargo hold full to the brim
with precious goods. The fresh water on
board will last for two more days, plenty
to reach the ship’s destination. “Ship astern
larboard!”, the man on the lookout yells
suddenly. A brig, small, nimble and fiendishly fast is drawing nearer. As the distance
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“Never, capt’n! Tha’ be more than seven days
to go the long way round, we don’t have
enough food aboard. Let’s sail to Tortuga
first, a-replenishin’.” On board a fast brig,
the mate is looking at a strange map. Davy
Jones might know where the capt’n got that
map from – is this really writ on leather? Or is
it…? Yoicks, better not to think about’t. “Fat
merchant ahead starboard!”, comes from
the deck above. “Arrrgh, maybe we do not

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
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’ave to go to Tortuga anyway, aye, matey?
– Ready guns, you sea scum!”, the corsair,
wanted in more than forty port cities for
being bad, shouts while stashing the dirty
piece of leather (or is it...?) into his boot leg.
Either a dreaded privateer, now at Any Majesty’s service, then again for his (or her) own
benefit, or smart merchant in league with
royal governors and the guild of smugMartina, Martin und Markus
This is a beautifully designed, easy-to-learn game that,
unfortunately, shows some lengths.

glers (who are sometimes the same people,
aren’t they?) – there are many roles to play
in “Merchants & Marauders”!
In fact, sixteen captains, amongst them even
three females, are there to choose from (according to the rules, they are to be drawn
randomly). Players receive some gold and a
ship to start with – either a nimble Sloop or
a Flute (more cargo space). With the choice
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of vessel and depending on the captain’s
skills (Seamanship, Scouting, Leadership,
Influence) you may be predetermined what
course to take to get the (ten) Glory Points
needed for victory as either Pirate or Merchant. True, if chance will have it, one may
swap sides, although it is far easier to become a pirate than to install oneself as a law
abiding tradesman.
Gaming takes place on the game board (64
cm x 56 cm), representing the Caribbean
Sea and 16 important port cities of the four
sea powers England, France, Holland and
Spain (and a neutral sea zone in the centre)
in the 16th through to the early 18th centuries, as well as on Player Boards. On these
boards vital information, for example the
ships’ hit locations, cargo, crew numbers
and mission cards are recorded and altered,
if necessary.
Each round starts with an Event card that
introduces either a singular (e. g. hurricanes
that influence ships’ maneuvering, nonplayer-ships’ mandatory movement) or
permanent event (e. g. start or end of war
between the four sea powers, additional
pirates or men-o-war appearing). The game
ends at the latest when the last Event card
is drawn. In addition, there are always two
open Mission cards on the board. Any captain may decide to try to fulfill one of these
missions – for example, rescue the governor’s daughter, find a new animal species
or even deliver secret documents to your
king’s agents. On fulfilling that mission, captains receive one Glory Point and a Glory
Card (to play during the game – there are,
for example, Glory Cards to get specialists
for your crew, or hamper other captains’
actions or increase your combat strength),
sometimes as well as gold or advantages in
trading.
There is a random “in high demand” commodity in each seaport (tobacco, spices,
rum, textiles, food, etc.) as well as an upgrade (start with a face-down marker) for
the first ship to buy that upgrade at that
particular shipyard. In addition, almost all
port cities offer special treats, printed on
the game board – for example, pirates are
always welcome at Port Royal and there
are more commodities to pick from at Curaçao. In the sea zones there are mercantile
vessels of the four sea powers (Spain has
five, all others four ships) – pirates’ possible
booty represented by face-down tokens till
revealed through scouting. Anyway, almost
every time a captain joins combat at sea, he
(or she) gets a bounty. Very devoted scoundrels can even amass bounties of all four
nations!

12
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Captains have, beginning with the start
player, three actions per round – movement,
scouting and a multi-phased port action.
The “move”-action is used to move between
sea zones or to and from ports. The “scout”action (roll a die against the scouting skill) is
used to engage a ship in the same sea area
– a battle may take place, fought during that
same “scout”-action –, or to fulfill some tasks
(missions or rumors), in most cases resolved
as well by rolling the dice. “Port”-actions are
quite elaborate, therefore only one “port”action is allowed per player’s turn: sell or buy
goods, recruit, repair and upgrade ships, acquire a rumor (normally by paying gold and
rolling a die), claim a mission, or, normally
only when at your home port, stash away
gold (to be converted secretly into Glory
Points).
That is all rather uncomplicated. The Rule
Booklet is clearly written, filled with useful
examples and illustrations – as often stated
before, an index of topics would be very
welcome; but the rules as pdf-file are to be
found on the internet, so one can browse
through them after all. The game’s components are exuberant and well designed
(although the ship models could be a little
nicer still) and especially when considering
the Mission and Rumor Cards one almost
feels the diligence and even the fun the
game designers, Kasper Aagard and Christian Marcussen from Denmark, put into it.
It is not always as much fun to play, though.
Even the attempt to appreciate most of
the possibilities of “Merchants & Marauders” will take at least four hours spent on a
single gaming session. It is even more likely
that your fellow players – either by chance
or obstinacy – will reach their target of ten
Glory Points (basic game requirement) early.
This goal is easy to reach for brutal buccaneers, but even ruthless tradesmen can get
there by clever commercial transactions
eventually. Since claiming Missions as well
as availability of commodities and not to
forget Events (hurricanes do restrict a captain’s range of movement dramatically; in
comparison, being followed by the French
Navy is a mere child’s play) have an enormous influence on the captains’ actions, it is
elementary to shuffle the respective decks
of cards really thoroughly when setting up
the game.
Almost nothing is more annoying than
encountering four hurricanes in a row or
having to avoid every enemy fleet in eight
consecutive rounds of play – that can really
ruin the most beautiful of plans. A captain’s
best strategy often is to either totally ignore
your fellow captains or sabotage their every
venture, while trying on the other hand to

fulfill as many lucrative missions as possible
and to sell goods at the highest possible
price, even when playing as a pirate, no
matter whether the cargo was bought honestly or looted. In short, whoever gets not
distracted by the mass of, in fact, too many
possibilities of “Merchants & Marauders” will
most probably win, but miss out on a (rather too) complex game world and even rob
the fellow players of their fun. 
Martina & Martin Lhotzky
Markus Steinwender
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ORCS, UNDEAD AND DEMONS

DEFENDERS OF THE REALM
DEFEND MONARCH CITY TOGETHER

Richard Launius, known to many for his
master piece Arkham Horror has with DEFENDERS OF THE REALM created a new
cooperative game for us, settled against a
background of a fantasy world peopled by
orcs, dragons, undead and demons. What
more can you ask! I am a fan of cooperative game and was immediately attracted.
I had to try this out immediately. First,
take a close look at the rules. Ok, 16 pages
of rules, that’s not too bad, especially as
there are already German rules available
on Boardgamegeek. Then on to the search
for the FAQ and, having found them, being truly shocked! They feature 19 pages,
which is three pages more than the rules.
I am a big fan of FAQs, but I am surprised
again and again how many holes are left
wide open in today’s rules. Especially as
this game is really not too complicated, but
then again, why not? How did we do this in
the times before the worldwide web?
When reading the rules one immediately
has the feeling of déjà vu, somehow the
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mechanisms seem familiar. Oh, now I
know! Somehow all this sounds a little bit
like Pandemic, one of the cooperative classics of the last few years. But, enough of
this babbling, let’s move on to the game.
When opening the very classy, elegant and
stable box we find a big game board showing many locations in four colors, which are
Gert Stöckl
A cooperative adventure game with similarities to Pandemic, with well-combined mechanisms and harmonious
components, an attractive change from Descent and Co.

connected by lines, three taverns and the
capital Monarch City in the middle of the
board. This is what we must protect from
all evil forces, especially from the four evil
generals, who steadily advance towards
Monarch City and you send out their minions in the colors of the locations to corrupt
the country and to invade them in hordes.
Furthermore, there are a huge number
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of heroes, complete with playing piece
and hero sheet; in each game you need a
maximum of four of them, which in turn
provides some variety, as the special characteristics of the heroes differ very much
from one to the other. On the hero sheet
the number of life and actions points is
marked, which each hero receives for his
turns. Should a hero pass away, which happens very very rarely compared to other
fantasy games, the player starts anew with
a fresh hero in Monarch City.
All heroes win together, if they manage to
destroy all four generals, whereby it gets
more and more difficult to destroy the remaining ones when one of them has been
destroyed. When this happens, depending
on the “war status”, more Darkness Spreads
cards are drawn, which introduces more
minions into the game and lets the remaining generals advance faster towards
Monarch City.
All players lose the game together when a
general should manage to reach Monarch
City or if 5 minions regardless of their color,
are in Monarch City, if the 12th Tainted
Crystal comes into play or should you have
to place – as in Pandemic – a minion of a
certain color onto a location and none of
them is left in general stock.
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At the start of the game you draw Darkness Spreads cards to place 2 minions each
into 6 locations and 1 minion each into 6
additional locations. The 4 generals begin
on their start positions and are supported
by 3 minions in their own color. Each player
is dealt 2 hero cards and 1 quest card. The
hero cards feature a location and an eventual special means of travel (horse, eagle,
magical gate) and also always one general
at a minimum against whom this card can
be used. Furthermore, there are strong
special cards among the hero cards, which
are very powerful in combating Evil, but
unfortunately can only be used once. You
can use such a card to avoid movement
of a general or placement of minions. This
could mean the difference between win
and lose, as many games end on a very
scant margin.
A turn of a player comprises a maximum
of actions corresponding to the number
of his active life/action markers. The more
hits a hero had to take in the previous
round the less actions remain for his turn.
In addition to movement along to lines to
connected locations – free to the neighbor
location, 2 steps when discarding a hero
card with horse or 4 steps when discarding
a card with an eagle – you can choose from
the following actions:

14
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Travel from one magical portal to another
already built portal or use a card with portal for the respective location or to any portal on the board.
Construct a new portal by discarding a
card, when you are exactly on the location
shown on the card.
Heal the land: You must discard a card in
the color of the location where the hero
is. You must roll a 5 or 6 with two dice to
remove one Tainted Crystal from this location.
Heal your hero’s wounds. In Monarch City
and the taverns you heal him up to his
maximum life points; on any other location
without minions you heal 2 life points.
Rumors in the tavern: The player moves
onto a tavern spot, names a color and
draws to cards from the face-down hero
stack. Should the cards be of the color
named or be special cards you may keep
them. This action is the only one you can
only do twice per turn. All other actions
you can do in any number up to the maximum possible number.
Fight minions on the location where you
are. For this you take the corresponding
number of colored dice, roll them all to-

gether and defeat, depending on the color
of the minions, one of them when you
rolled 3+, 4+ or 5+. The very numerous orcs
are already eliminated with a 3+, the hardy
dragons take a 5+ to be eliminated; all
other minions need 4+. It is of importance
that at the end of a player’s turn no minions are present at the location of his hero,
because otherwise for each minion one life
point is deducted, and one more point for
any number of black minions. This means:
Always keep one action for running away
in case the fight should turn ugly.
Fight a general: A prerequisite is that the
general’s location is free of minions. Should
there be other heroes on the general’s location they can and should join the fight,
especially, as a general alone can only be
defeated by one hero alone only with a
very good hand of cards and a lot of luck in
rolling the dice. By jointly playing the corresponding hero cards with the general’s
symbol you can take as many dice as are
depicted on the hero cards. The generals
are hit according to the same pattern as
their minions, but all have several lives. The
Orc General already takes a hit with 3+. For
the Dragon General you need a 5+. Some
heroes, though, have advantages when
fighting against certain minions or generals. Some special cards, too, can help in
fighting the generals. Unfortunately the

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39
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OUR REVIEW

generals have more special abilities: Each
1^you roll in a fight against a general annuls a hit. All heroes taking part in the
fight confront the general one by one. All
cards assigned to the fight are lost even
if the hero did not get to reroll the dice.
Should the general be defeated, the hero
who dealt the deadly blow, turns Slaughterer and can now defeat a minion of this
general by spending an action. Who has
not wanted already at least once to turn
slaughterer and eliminate orcs? Should the
heroes lose the fight, because they did not
inflict enough hits on the general, they are
all placed on Monarch city and – depending on the general – lose a certain number
of life points and hero cards.

Furthermore, the movement of a general
according to the Darkness Spreads card(s)
must be implemented. The respective general moves to the corresponding locations,
but only if he is on a directly adjacent locations. Should he reach Monarch City in this
way, the heroes instantly lose the game.
A word on the quest cards: These are special intermediate goals for a hero and can
be used any time after a quest has been
successfully completed. Those quest cards
can be extremely strong. Without having
completed a quest it will be very difficult
for the heroes to win.
Resume: Besides the minor parallels to
Pandemic it must be noted that in this
game an enormous amount of chance is
bundled together. Hero cards, Darkness
Spreads cards with locations for new minions and the generals‘ movements, the
quest cards and on top of this the dice
fights against minions and generals. One
bad roll of the dice at the wrong moment
can mean losing the game. This can be
rather depressing. I am tempted to say that
strategy plays a minor role in the game. Of
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course, it is necessary to plan the order
which might be useful to attack the generals and how many hero cards need to be
deployed to succeed against a general. We
only managed to win one of six games, but
this is meant to be or it might get boring.
Of course, each lost game also adds a bit to
your learning curve. So it is surely important to attack the orcs as early as possible,
despite their being easily to defeat; some
of the Darkness Spreads cards multiply
them rather speedily.
In my opinion the target group for Defenders of the Realm primarily will be young
adults with some experience in games,
who are fed up with played Descent or
Talisman for the umpteenth time, who are
looking for something different and might
want to try a cooperative game. The only
negative effect that could frighten them
off the game might be the rather high
price of more than 70 Euros.
For very experienced players there is an
expansion, the „The Dragon Expansion“, offering several versions. And again, do not
forget to get yourself the FAWs on BGG
and read them before starting to play. This
solves nearly all of the problems. 
Gert.Stoeckl@spielen.at

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Richard Launius
Artist: Larry Elmore, Sean Brown
Price: ca. 70 Euro
Publisher: Eagle Games 2010
www.eaglegames.net

1-4
AGE:

10+
TIME:

120+

EVALUATION
Cooperative fantasy adventure
With friends
Version: en
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:

Classy components * rather expensive
* cooperative mechanisms nicely integrated * expansion available
Compares to:

Pandemic for cooperation and end-ofgame, otherwise Descent and other similar
adventure games
Other editions:
Currently none

My rating:

When a player has done all his actions he
draws 2 new hero cards. Then – depending
on the “war status” 1 to 3 Darkness Spreads
cards are drawn. The minions depicted on
these cards must be placed from general
stock onto the respective locations. Should
it happen that thereby a 4th minion must
be placed onto a location, regardless of its
color, the location is given a Tainted Crystal
and the minion is moved to an adjacent
location along a connecting line. In all
other adjacent locations, too, a minion of
this color is placed. Should this be the 4th
one in another location, a Tainted Crystal
is placed there, too. But there is – contrary
to Pandemic – no cascade effect, a further
spreading of minions than to adjacent locations is not possible.
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u 7 WONDERS LEADERS / ANGRIFF!

7 WONDERS LEADERS
SEMIRAMIS OR HAMMURABI?
The 1st expansion for 7 Wonders,
the multiple award-winning hit
from Spiel ‘10 at Essen, introduces 36 leader cards, 4 new guild
cards – Courtesans, Architects,
Gamblers and Diplomats, 1 new
wonder Coliseum, 17 coins of
value 6 and 1 marker Courtesan
tile as well as a new scoring pad.
The rules of the games are only
slightly changed by the expan-

sion: At the start of the game you
receive coins of value 6 instead
of 3 and four leader cards. These
leader cards you hand around
before the start of the game following the mechanism of the
main game: “choose a card, keep
it and set it aside and hand on
the remaining ones” until each
player has 4 leaders again. Then
you play the standard game, but

ANGRIFF!

FALL WEISS – POLEN 1939
Angriff! aka Conflict of Heroes is
a series of games on the topic of
battles from WWII. The first two
parts of the series feature the
topics of Eastern Front 1941-52
and Eastern Front 1943, especially focusing on the tank battle
at Kursk.
The basic rules are the same in
all games of the series, and are
supplemented and modified in

12
16

each game according to scenarios, additions and topics of
each game. Part 3 of this series,
PRICE OF HONOR POLAND 1939
is not a stand-alone game as are
the first two parts, but an expansion that can only be played
together with one the two first,
basic games.
It simulates the attack on Poland
by Germany in September 1939
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at the start of each phase you
first choose one of your leaders
to either both pay for him and
place him or use to him to build
one stage of your wonder or to
discard him for money. The guild
cards are simply shuffled into the
deck from the basic game and
so randomly come into play or
not. If you introduce the Guild of
Courtesans into play, you place
the Courtesan tile next to one of
your neighbor’s leaders and can
now use the special abilities of
this leader, too.
The leader cards are very powerful and change the flow of the
game profoundly. One of the dilemmas is that you must decide
on a leader before you have an
inkling of which strategy you will
adopt, and it seems a shame to
use them for money or a stage
of the wonder.
Furthermore you must think
closely about which leader you
can afford to hand on without
damaging yourself. Topic and
flair of the game are enhanced
by this expansion; ancient events
become even more vivid! 

INFORMATION

which was the first implementation of the Blitzkrieg tactics.
At the start of the game you
choose a skirmish and set up
the scenario. In each round of
the game you implement the
following stages: Deactivate
used pieces, reduce or remove
smoke markers, reset Order Action points, take action cards
if told to do so by the scenario,
decide on targets for the artillery,
implement actions for the artillery decided on in the previous
round, prepare reinforcement
and roll for initiative.
Conflict of Heroes provides a
dense, accurate and very detailed simulation, with fast interactive game play and easy-tolearn rules.
These need to be mentioned especially, they explain all details
in five sections with scenarios
to played, including a solo game
that can be used for all skirmishes.
The historical background is authentically integrated and the
uniform rules facilitate the transit
from one game to the other. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

3-7

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Antoine Bauza
Artist: Miguel Coimbra
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Repos Productions 11
www.rprod.com

EVALUATION
Card placement game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fi fr pl se
In-game text: nein
Comments:
Beautiful design *
introduces characters wellknown from legends and
history * topic and flair are
enhanced by the expansion * decisions become even more
strategic and difficult
Compares to:
7 Wonders
Other editions:
Repel.pl, Lautapelit.fi

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

16+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Uwe Eickert
Artist: Stephen Paschal
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Phalanx Games 2010
www.phalanxgames.de

EVALUATION
Conflict simulation
For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Dense, complex rules *
rules have a modular structure, which makes them
accessible for beginners * a
must for fans of the genre
Compares to:
Other games of the series
Other editions:
Conflict of Heroes, Academy Games,
USA and Asynchron Games, France
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ARCHELINO / ARSCHBOMBE t

ARCHELINO
LOGICUS

Each animal wants a special
place in the arch, and of course
as far to the front as possible. The
rounded part of the canoe is the
bow of the arch; here Noah has
his permanent position.
Using this basic set-up there are
60 puzzles for assigning places
to different animals according
to their wishes. And these wishes
do of course differ from puzzle

4
to puzzle: The Kangaroo wants
to sit next to the lion, the giraffe
want to chat with the panda and
what does the zebra want?
The clues on the puzzle cards
offer some help: The number
shows the place the animal
wants to sit in and the animal is
showing which direction it wants
to face. When an animal wants to
chat with its neighbor both must

ARSCHBOMBE

YOU SIT DOWN FOR THROWING RASCALS
Summer, sun and a dive into cool
water! You make bathers in the
shape of cards jump into a pool
laid out with cards. The edge
of the pool is used as a scoring
track. You hold 3 springboard
diver cards and 3 rascal cards and
in your turn you first decide if you
let a springboard diver jump or a
rascal. Then you have to decide if
the chosen jumper will execute
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8

a normal dive or a special dive.
When the rascal shall jump your
left neighbor chooses a bather in
the pool who should be sprayed
with water, meaning this card
must to be hit by the diver. A
springboard diver on the other
hand must land in the pool without touching another card. For a
normal jump you stand up, hold
the card out at eye-level and let

PLAYED FOR YOU

face each other. When sections
of the arch are shown this means
that these animals want to sit in
this order somewhere in the
arch, the player must find out the
correct spot. When a clue shows
a free spot next to an animal you
must fill this spot with the help of
other clues.
The 60 puzzles come in four
different levels of difficulty. Of
course, you can try to solve more
difficult ones first, but it is recommended to solve the puzzles in
numerical order. This trains the
mechanisms necessary for a
correct solution and also how
to use the different clues for an
optimum result.
Archelino offers a challenging
and fun thinking and learning
game which is also interesting
for older children or adults. The
animals facilitate the implementation of position clues, the direction they face is an additional
interesting detail as is the information that adjacent animals
want to talk to each other. 

INFORMATION

it fall. For a special jump you drop
the springboard diver from an
over-your-head level. The rascal
is thrown into the pool while you
are sitting down, you must keep
your hand outside the pool. Depending on the position of the
card and the method of diving
you score points and move your
marker on the pool’s edge. When
a diver lands partly underneath
another card you do not score
points. Should the diver card
end up partly underneath a pool
edge card, you score negative
points. A springboard diver only
scores points if the card does not
touch any other card and the
more points the later he dives.
Yet another one of those funny
little card games from Zoch,
whose title makes you slightly
lift an eyebrow, but which guarantee lots of fun. Just like real
life – who has not been angered
by those pranksters who hit the
water bottom-first next to you!
But making a game out of this!
Hurrah! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

1

AGE:

4+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Inon Kohn
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Huch & Frieds 2011
www.huchandfriends.de

EVALUATION
Genre: Logical puzzle
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting components,
fitting the age * four different levels of difficulty *
trains logical thinking and
implementation of clues
Compares to:
All other games in the Logicus series
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: B. Lach, U. Rapp
Artist: Tobias Schweiger
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2011
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Dexterity game with cards
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Funny topic familiar
to everybody * works
astonishingly well * quickly
explained, quickly played
Compares to:
Ententeich for throwing components
onto a “board”, all in all first game of
its kind
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u BANGKOK KLONGS / BASCHNI

BANGKOK KLONGS
COOK SHOPS, SHRIMPS AND FLOWERS
Bangkok’s floating markers, the
mongers with their boats and
goods! What a topic! The boats
are made up from goods, monger and value. Boats depicting a
monger are neutral. You start the
game with four boat cards and
place one of them on a free water
spot: In the first round an an entry
spot, from round two adjacent to
a boat already in the water, all in

10

all a maximum of three boats in
a quarter of the market. Twice in
the game you are allowed to relocate a boat. When the boat that
you just placed shows a Luk Phat
marker, the Luk Phat figurine is
advanced and then he enters a
scoring space you score accordingly. When Luk Phat reaches a
market day spot a “Small Market”
scoring takes place. When “Big

BASCHNI
DRAUGHTS, DAME ....

Draughts in England, Dame in
Germany and Austria, Baschni =
towers in Russia, presented in the
Series „Edition SOS – Kinderdörfer Spiele aus aller Welt – Russia“.
12 pieces for each player are
marked with a crown on one
side and you place them, crown
marker face-down, into the light
squares of the first three rows on
your side of the boat. You play

14
18

6
only always on the light squares
of the board like chess-board. In
your turn you move one of your
pieces diagonally forward onto
an adjacent empty square. Later
in the game you are also allowed
to move a piece diagonally backwards. Aim of the game is to get
as many pieces across the board
to the opposing base line to acquire king pieces. If you jump
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Market” is triggered and scored
this scoring is followed by a scoring of your goods storage and
you win if you are furthest ahead
on the scoring track.
The anchor places for boats are
very important because when
a market is scored you can only
score at full anchor spaces. To
score well with your goods storage you must focus on some
goods and must focus on the
boats, which you take back after a market scoring and place
them on the table for goods
storage. The boat also offers a
tactical version with two stacks
for boats without mongers and
boats with mongers and special
abilities, you decide from which
stack you want to draw.
In the basic version Bangkok
Klongs offers a perfect family
game with a medium chance factor from drawing the boat cards;
it is important to place empty
boats and take them over by
placing your own trader in it; as
regards to special abilities the
cook shop surely is the most valuable one. 

INFORMATION

over an opposing piece onto
a free square directly behind it
the opposing piece is conquered
and is placed under the piece
which conquered it. The color of
the top piece in a stack = tower
marks the owner of the tower. In
a move you can conquer several
pieces. Towers are moved as a
single piece and can conquer or
be conquered like single pieces.
When a tower is conquered,
the pieces are freed; only the
top piece goes underneath the
conquering piece. The other
pieces remain in place and can
be moved by the new owner, according to normal rules. When a
piece or a tower reaches the opposing base line it is turned into
a king piece and can jump over
empty squares; in all other aspects it acts like a normal piece.
If you conquer or fence in all opposing pieces you win.
A good, classic game and due
to the tower formation and the
king pieces an interesting and independent version of standard
game mechanics. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Martin Schlegel
Artist: Klemens Franz
Price: ca. 31 Euro
Publisher: dlp games 2010
www.dlp-games.de

EVALUATION
Placement game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very good family game
game * attractive topic *
very beautiful components
* simple rules * tactical
variant included
Compares to:
Dschunke for topic
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not stated
Artist: Anette Röder, a.u.f
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Grubbe Media 2010
www.grubbemedia.de

EVALUATION
Placement game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Series Edition SOS – Kinderdörfer Spiele aus aller
Welt * Draughts version *
short rules * nice components * variants listed in
the rules
Compares to:
Laska, Draughts and other abstract
placement games for two
Other editions:
Currently none
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BIO-TRIO / BOGGLE t

BIO-TRIO

3 STRAWBERRIES, 3 SQUARES OR 3X BLUE
Rows of three fruits are the aim of
the game! Strawberries, grapes
and pears are depicted either in
a white square, a white circle or a
white triangle, all of them placed
on either a yellow, blue or red
background.
These 27 tiles are heaped facedown next to the board and
each player draws three tiles. In
your turn you place one of your

4

tiles on the board to complete a
row of three characteristics - either of the same fruit or of the
same color or of the same background shape.
Each completed row of three
tiles earns you a chip, and of
course you can complete more
than one row at the same time
when placing one tile. There is
of course also the possibility to

BOGGLE
BUCHSTABENSUPPE

A soup bowl full of letters, and a
scoop for every player! A pretty
red bowl and a blue lid, filled
with 104 letter tiles comprising
98 letters, 2 flies and 4 blank
tiles. The 72 word cards show
five words each made up from
3, 4 and 5 letters.
You draw a card, choose one of
the five words on the card and
try to scoop the corresponding
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6
letters out of the soup bowl.
After each scoop you empty
the scoop and search for corresponding letters in the load.
A blank tile is a joker and can
replace any letter. Any letter you
find you place next to the chosen word on your card, all others
you put back as quickly as you
can into the soup bowl and then
pick up the scoop again, stop,

PLAYED FOR YOU

use previously completed rows
as part of a new row. Rows can
be formed horizontally, vertically
or diagonally.
At the end of you turn you draw
another tile so that you can always choose from three tiles.
When all 24 squares of the board
are filled, the player with most
chips wins the games, three tiles
cannot be placed.
Bio-Trio is a very simple game,
and yet offers an introduction
how to recognize the characteristics of a row and. It is not obvious for a four year old that a thin
blue frame at the edge of a tile,
2 big blue triangles or four small
triangles in the corners of a tile
are manifestations of the same
characteristic, a blue background
and thus a trio.
Children also train a bit of planning a head and how to recognize multiple rows formed with
one tile, and all this using very
simple rules and rather pretty
components.
For the first few games children
will need assistance from an
adult or an older sibling. 

INFORMATION

scoop and … oh no, a fly has
managed to slip into the scoop.
So you must hand back all letters
in the scoop and also all letters
also placed next to the card and
put them into the bowl.
If you have assembled all necessary letters, arrange them quickly
in the right order and place the
lid on the bowl! Now your card
and the letters are checked. If
you are correct you receive the
card and the round ends.
All draw a new card, the start
player lifts the lid off the bowl
and with „scoop words-readysteady-go“ the next round is
started. If you are the first to collect four cards, you win.
This special recipe for a soup of
letters is a felicitous version despite flies swimming in the soup
– the word formation element
has been reduced; not fantasy
and creativity are in demand,
but dexterity and reaction take
the lead in game play, all you
need to know about letters is
their shape for comparison of
tiles and card. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

10+

Designer: B. Ross, J. Winslow
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2011
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Placement game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de fr hu
In-game text: nein
Comments:
Simple basic rules * teaches
recognition of groups,
connections and mutualities * nice graphics * adult
supervision necessary for
the first games
Compares to:
All placement game with row
formation
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2011
www.hasbro.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Revised edition of a
well-known mechanics *
demands dexterity and
reaction rather than knowledge of words * also good
as a family game
Compares to:
Earlier editions of Buchstabensuppe
Other editions:
Scrabble Alphabet Scoup, Hasbro
USA
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u CARCASSONNE / CARGO NOIR

CARCASSONNE
JUBILÄUMSAUSGABE

10 years age Carcassonne was
published and was awarded
„Game of the Year“ in Germany.
On occasion of this jubilee a special Anniversary Edition has been
published, which does not only
celebrate the game, but with its
shape also the playing pieces,
whose shape the box has been
given.
Those pieces have become the

8
symbol for all playing pieces
and are the origin of the word
meeple for a placing piece.
In the meeple-shaped box you
find the complete components
for the basic game and play
according to the well-known
standard rules: In turn you place
landscape tiles, adjacent borders
of tiles must have identical features. So, tile by tile, a network

CARGO NOIR

FREIGHT, SMUGGLE, SHIPS AND HARBOR
Victory points can be acquired
by sending freight ships to the
most lucrative destinations, by
smuggling freight tiles from
the harbors into you own cargo
holds and by unloading freight in
time. If you have the highest total
of victory points on your cards at
the end of the game you win.
A turn of a player comprises
ship actions, trading freight for

20

8

victory points and discarding of
surplus freight as well as sending
out ships to new destinations.
Implementation of ship actions
depends on sending the ships
out in the previous rounds, is
also implemented the first time
in round 2. Each player implements the action in the order
of his choice, and then the ship
is taken off the board. Ship ac-
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of towns, roads, meadows and
abbeys if formed. Seven followers are placed on newly placed
tiles, but only in one of the types
of landscape on the tile on one
where – seen from the new tile –
no other follower is present, they
score points when the landscape
is finished. Meadows are scored
at the end of the game. The winner is the player with the highest
score.
As an Anniversary gift his edition
contains DAS FEST, a mini expansion. This expansion features 10
tiles, especially marked with a
festival symbol. These cards can
be placed just as any standard
tile and then you can decide if
you place a follower on it or if you
take back any follower already
somewhere in the display back
into stock.
Of course you can decide to do
nothing of both. If you use DAS
FEST with the 4th expansion,
THE TOWER, you cannot free a
prisoner in that way.
Congratulations to THE placement game which has become
the yardstick for all placement
games. 

INFORMATION

tions are Casino, Black market
or Harbor. In the Casino you collect money, in the Black Market
you can trade goods or draw a
random good. In the harbor you
can buy all goods with the highest bid or must raise your bid or
must withdraw. Ship destinations for phase 3 are – in consequence, Casino, Black Market in
Macao or neighboring harbors.
In the harbors you place your
ships and add the amount of
money you are willing to bid for
the freight in this harbor. To trade
goods for victory points you discard the necessary combination
of freight cubes. Some cards offer special effects and in the last
round you can buy victory points
for coins.
Cargo Noir tries to transport
gangster and smuggling atmosphere with the help of comic
graphics, but the mechanisms
are too abstract. The real tension comes from bidding for the
harbors, otherwise the game offers an absolutely family-friendly
“take x for y in an optimum way”
mechanism. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Artist: Doris Matthäus
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Hans im Glück 2011
www.hans-im-glueck.de

EVALUATION
Placement game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it et al
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard game in a new
box * includes the mini
expansion DAS FEST * very
attractive due to the special
shape of the box
Compares to:
Carcassonne and all its editions and
expansions, all tile placement games
with corresponding adjacent borders
of tiles
Other editions:
Many different ones of the basic
game

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Serge Laget
Artist: Miguel Coimbra
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Days of Wonder 2011
www.daysofwonder.com

EVALUATION
Placement game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: some
Comments:
Abstract game despite very
attractive design * mix of
standard mechanisms like
bid and swap * good family
game despite the topic
Compares to:
All bidding games with a „swap x for y
for points“ mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none
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CHARADE / CHEMIX t

CHARADE

PLAYING WITHOUT WORDS
In earlier times Charades have
been popular entertainment on
long winter evenings, complete
with dressing-up and accessories,
small entertaining performances.
Then they went out of fashion.
And then there was Activity and
suddenly pantomimes where
back in play as a games mechanism. Charade as a game named
for a whole genre did pick up the

pantomime mechanism first in
1989, was re-issued in 1994 and
now there is again a revised edition of the game at Noris Spiele.
As dictated by the name you
must put across terms in this
game only by pantomime. On
110 cards 2640 terms are listed,
which must be made clear to
your team members by body language, miming and gesturing. Af-

CHEMIX

PLAYFUL SYNTHESIS
Chemix, funnily enough a selfdescribing term, when you read
it you know the topic of the
game – chemistry and formulas. The box offers two different
games, ChemiX Classic and Chemuno.
ChemiX Classic is a placement
and rearrangement game with
cards, for which there is one important rule: You can never hold
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more than three cards. Templates for chemical compounds
are on display, showing the formula, the molecule and a value.
You collect points by adroit
placement, dissolving and rearranging of compounds adhering
to valid chemical formulas. You
can only form compounds that
are still on display and each compound only once and as stated

ter a decision of you as the active
player on the side and column of
the card drawn the final choice of
term to enact is made by rolling
dice. Then the term is shown to
the opposing team. Then you as
the active player enact the term;
you may not talk, may not write
the letters on air and cannot point
to items in the room. Depending on the time used to impart
the term successfully your team
marker is moved 1 or 2 steps.
When the term is not correctly
guessed in the time-frame the
marker remains in place. When
the marker sits on a special spot,
the next pantomime must be
done implementing the conditions demanded by the spot,
that could be “With eyes closed”
or “arm in arm with a partner”.
There are mechanisms in games
or complete genres of games that
remain in fashion over long periods; charades are such a genre,
and in this version, too, offer lots
of fun with the hair-raising definition like reincarnation or “being in
the know”. 

INFORMATION

on the card: You cannot make up
O2 by using O twice, you must
use one O and a multiplicator
card x2. When cards remain after rearranging, you must pick
them up for negative points,
when there are more than three
you must use a card for an inert
gas or retract the changes. If you
place a new compound you take
the card out of the display and
place it next to the compound
with the bottom border pointing at yourself. If compounds
are rearranged the compound
cards are freed and are given to
the player who originally made
up the compound. Chemuno is
an Uno variant; you place corresponding identical elements on
top of each other.
What looks complicated at first
glance is basically a very unusual
and attractive version of Rummy
with adroit additions of rule details – you have templates and
must kind of collect the cards in
your mind and try to leave as few
cards as possible. You should not
be irritated by the title, chemical
knowledge is not necessary, it
rather acquired in passing. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

4-12

AGE:

12+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Rüttinger + Rüttinger
Artist: Michael Rüttinger
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2011
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Communication game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard topic * lots of
well-chosen terms * gut for
large but rather homogenous groups
Compares to:
Activitiy and other games using
pantomimic presentation
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

50+

Designer: Jan Götschi
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Murmel 2011
www.murmel.ch

EVALUATION
Placement game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
No special knowledge of
chemistry necessary * basic
information is transmitted
on the go * simple rules
Compares to:
Rummy for placement and rearranging of combinations
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u CONSTANTINOPOLIS / DIE PANZERKNACKER

CONSTANTINOPOLIS
ECONOMICS IN THE BYZANTHIAN EMPIRE
Constantinople’s – the biggest
trade center in the Byzantine
Empire in the 6th Century!
Players have arrived in the city
to become immortal, that is
become the most influential
merchant in the city. Influence
is acquired from being famous;
therefore you try to use government offices for your purposes,
make charity donations, finance

public buildings, produce and
trade and ship goods.
You play rounds consisting of 8
phases - 1) Auctioning of offices,
2) Movement of your fleet and
meeting contracts 3) Production of goods 4) Setting up of
Buildings as well as buying and
selling of goods on the market
und using industry buildings 5)
Drawing of contract cards ac-

DIE PANZERKNACKER
CALCULATE YOUR LOOT
You are a safecracker out for
booty, but you must find your
loot with calculations, searching, thinking and observing! 18
loot cards are on display, the
safecracker cards are displayed
around the loot, and numbers
are pointing outwards.
You search for the loot card determined by the dice: Three dice
of different colors show numbers

22

8
1 to 18, the white dice arrows.
The direction of the arrow gives
you either the die with the highest or with the lowest number.
This number determines the
card of the round, which shows
the math operation to do with
the numbers on the remaining
two dice; this can be a simple
addition or a lower/higher comparison. For instance:
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cording to your production level
6) Accept contracts, this is limited
by the storage hold capacity of
your ships, in this context you
can once again buy and sell at
the market, use industrial buildings, buy and use trade posts or
buy ships. 7) Charity donations
of goods, and 8) end of round.
After a final scoring of ships on
sea, city walls and cold you win
with most fame points.
Ships are the central element of
the game, their loading capacity
and the length of a trip determine lots of other facts for the
ship; Ships earn you the most
income and fame, but you need
a bit of luck in drawing the bestfitting contracts.
All in all Constantinopolis is an
attractive economics game that
provides lots of flair and atmosphere, especially due to the elegant Latin names for the game
components.
Despite a very copious rulebook
the game is easily accessible offering lots of in-game depths
and interesting play. 

INFORMATION

Arrow pointing down means
lowest number, this is the 4 on
the red die. This card now says
“add numbers on the yellow
and blue dice”, which results in
8+7=15. The card shows three
booty pieces, one for the result
<19, one for >19 and one for =19.
The booty of the round is the one
shown next to <19. If you think
that you have found the right
booty piece, even if it already
lying in front of another player,
you put your hand on it. If you
are correct, you receive the card.
If you have collected five cards,
you win.
The puzzles on the cards are very
different, sometimes you must
assign the numbers to columns
or rows and the crossing of the
two determines the booty piece.
A nice little game for playful
training of logic and calculation
abilities, and also of reactions;
due to searching and controlling all players are involved all
the time.
The safecracker topic is of interest to children and the topic
“Crack a Code” fits the mechanisms well. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Giancarlo Fioretti
Artist: Antonio Dessi
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2010
www.hds-fantasy.de

EVALUATION
Economics game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Beautiful components *
good, copious rules * standard topic nicely implement
* good interaction of all the
singular components
Compares to:
Other economics games in a historical setting
Other editions:
Homo Ludens, Italy; FFG, USA; Edge
Entertainment, France, Spain:

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Artist: Andrea Mangold
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: IQ-Spiele 2011
www.iq-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Calculation game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Topic and mechanisms go
well together * attractive
puzzles * all players are
involved all the time due
to simultaneous searching
and checking
Compares to:
All games with finding results of
calculations and using those results
for other purposes
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

DIE SCHLACHTEN VON WESTEROS / EARTH REBORN t

DIE SCHLACHTEN VON WESTEROS

WÄCHTER DES NORDENS UND WESTENS
Based on the novels of„The Song
of Ice and Fire“ you re-play the
military conflicts on Westeros, in
the basic game either representing House Stark or House Lannister. You choose a scenario or
create your own scenario. A scenario is made up of rounds, and
each round comprises alternating turns of players. The victory
conditions are specific for each

scenario. Each round always
comprises the phases Reactivation – you determine initiative,
commanders recreate and units
are reactivated; Organization
–receiving order markers and
drawing command cards; Command – using of order markers
and playing of command card;
and Regrouping – implement
status, victory points, check for

EARTH REBORN
NORAD VERSUS SALEMITES
Earth, 500 years after an atomic catastrophe: Two factions
emerge from the subterranean
cities:
The Norad, military in their origin
and philosophy, scientists and
engineers lean towards their
ideas and support them, and
the Salemites, they are occultists who can resurrect the dead.
In nine scenarios you can play

www.gamesjournal.at

different missions, 91 different
tiles for landscapes and rooms
and an incredible amount of
other components is available.
In each scenario new rules are
added and each scenario is more
difficult than the previous one.
On top of this there is the S.A.G.S.
= Scenario Auto Generating System, which allows you to create
your own scenarios, cards and

PLAYED FOR YOU

victory condition, discard resources, enhance morale, move
counter for rounds.
DIE WÄCHTER DES WESTENS
introduces additional troops
and commanders for armies of
House Lannister and Scenarios:
11. Flucht aus Riverrun, 12. Ungebetene Gäste and 13. Der Löwe
und die Jungfrau. DIE WÄCHTER
DES NORDENS, too, introduce
additional troops and armies, but
for House Stark, and again several Scenarios: 14. Die Fairmarket
Entscheidung, 15. Im Angesicht
des Knienden Mannes and 16.
Am Scheideweg. The numbers of
the scenarios relate to the order
of Scenarios already published
in Die Schlachten von Westeros.
Based on the mechanisms from
BattleLore, the ready-to-play
tabletop from a box you can immerse yourself into an elegant,
tricky game for the dominance
on Westeros, an ideal background for the game system. A
must for friends of a luxurious
tabletop as well as for fans of
the Song of Ice and Fire topic! 

INFORMATION

mission goals. Generally, you
play a number of rounds determined by the respective scenario; each of these rounds is made
up from the phases Initiative, Activation and End of Phase. In the
activation phase you use characters, give orders and implement
orders. The phase end is enacted
with administration, checking of
victory conditions, discarding
orders, resetting character and
equipment cards, etc. and starting the next round.
If you are interest in games that
take place in a post-global-catastrophe setting, you will find
in Earth Reborn an interesting
and fascinating game with lots
of interesting possibilities; the
modular scenarios make it possible for players with little playing experience to access the
complex game play.
For this modular structure the
designer earns highest praise,
the makes a multiple-interlocked
system with lots of handling and
decisions easily accessible and
comprehensible. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

13+

TIME:

60+

Designer: R. A. Kouba, R. Borg
Artist: Navaro, Springer, Ileman
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2010
www.hds-fantasy.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy-Cosim/Tabletop
With friends
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es fr pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Fantastically beautiful and
copious components *
game mechanisms ideally
fit the story and setting *
Additional expansions are
announced
Compares to:
BattleLore
Other editions:
Bei Edge Entertainment (France,
Spain), Cross Circle Games (China),
Galakta (Poland) und Fantasy Flight
(USA)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

13+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Christophe Boelinger
Artist: Thierry Masson + Team
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publisher: Ludically 2010
www.ludically.com

EVALUATION
SciFi Adventure/Tabletop
For experts
Version: multi
Rules: en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fantastic components and
design * excellent modular
rules * rules facilitate access
to the game * rules are
introduced and explained
in playing the scenarios
Compares to:
Dungeon Twister Prison for the
modular structure, otherwise all postcatastrophe SciFi adventure games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u ENTENTEICH / FRESKO

ENTENTEICH
THROW FOOD, FEED DUCKS
Each player has two ducks,
which are meant to collect as
much food as they can while Peter wanders around the pond.
Each player starts with two
ducks, the water lilies are distributed randomly on the board, but
you must take care that there is
always one square in between
water-lilies. Each player puts
his duck on a path spot outside

4

the water; Peter begins on his
starting spot. The start player
takes nine pieces of food and
lets them drop over the board.
Food pieces that are not completely in one square are moved
into a square by the thrower,
several food pieces in a square
are possible. Food pieces which
roll off the board are thrown
again. Then you roll the dice: For

FRESKO
DIE GLASER

You are a fresco painter by profession and are tasked to restore
the ceiling fresco of the Dome by
the bishop. A day of work in the
Renaissance must be carefully
planned. First you choose your
time to get up, adjust the mood
and then you plan actions. The
time to get up influences mood
and possible actions. If you rise
early it is your turn earlier in the

24

round for the actions. Actions
are planned by placing your assistants: You buy color, restore
at the Dome for victory points,
paint portraits for money or mix
colors or improve the mood in
the theatre. At the end money
is worth victory points, too. You
win with most of them.
FRESKO DIE GLASER is the first
expansion for Fresko that is
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a duck symbol you move peter
three steps- if he meets a duck
he shoos it into the water and
throws three pieces of food into
the pond. When a piece of food
lands in a square with a duck it
is instantly given to the owner
of the duck. When the roll results
in a number you can move your
duck this number of squares and
try to swim to a piece of food,
straight ahead horizontally or
vertically, you can change direction, but not move diagonally.
Squares with other ducks and
water lilies are blocked, you must
move around them. When food
pieces are on a water lily you take
them when you are in adjacent
square. All pieces of food that
you reach or which you cross
you can take. When Peter has
walked around the pond once,
the game ends. You win if you
have collected most food pieces.
Simple, just right for the target
group and yet with a little bit of
tactics, because there is no rule
where I must position my hand
when dropping food on the
board. 

INFORMATION

packed in a separate box, the
expansions number 1 to 3 were
already included in the basic
game. The box comprises three
new modules, which can be
combined any way among each
other and with the expansions
already in the basic game. For
all expansions the rules of the
basic game apply, you need to
basic game to play the expansions; they cannot be played on
their own. 1) The Glazers – you
buy glass in several colors and
build windows into the church
walls. 2) The Wishing Well – you
throw a lucky penny into the well
and something will go well, regardless if in theatre or market.
3) Gold leaf – on some market
spots gold leaf is available and
you can use it to upgrade a color
and so impress the bishop.
Elaborately packed and elaborately designed, these three
modules for the basic game
strengthen the classy impression
of the game and intensify the fun
in playing, the color store to sort
the colors is a practical details. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Stefan Breuer
Artist: Heidemarie Rüttinger
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Noris 2011
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Roll, move & collect
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very pretty topic * simple
rules * some tactics due to
throwing of food and duck
movement
Compares to:
Other move & collect games, placement of food reminds one of Hüpf
Hüpf Hurra
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: W. Panning + Team
Artist: Oliver Schlemmer
Price: ca. 21 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2011
www.queen-games.de

EVALUATION
Acquisition game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Expansion for the basic
game * expansion modules
4, 5 and 6 * new modules
can be combined with
modules already in the
basic game
Compares to:
Fresko
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

GHAWAR / HOL’S DER GEIER t

GHAWAR

THE BIGGEST OIL WELL IN THE WORLD
The oil well for which the game
is named is in Saudi-Arabia and
was discovered in 1948/1949.
Daily this well yields 6% of the
world-wide daily amount of oil
pumped up. The background
story of the game has King Saud
considering an heir to the throne;
for a test of abilities his nephews
– the players - must take over oil
production at Ghawar.

In Phase 1 of the game you place
your oil rigs. You roll both dice
and place a rig on the coordinates determined by the dice,
as seen from your side of the
board. In Phase 2 oil stones are
collected. To do so you move lorries and railway engines to the oil
rigs and then to your base camp.
In your turn you can either roll
the dice to move vehicles or

HOL’S DER GEIER
MICE OR VULTURES?

Already swooping across the
world of games for a long time,
the vultures have moved to a
new aerie. The classic game from
master designer Alex Randolph
is this year given a new edition
by Amigo. In this game vultures
are the symbols for negative
numbers, mice are represent
positive numbers. Each player
holds an identical set of cards

www.gamesjournal.at

8
with values 1 to 15; the cards for
which you play comprise 15 vulture cards with values between
-5 and -1 and 10 mice cards with
values from 1 to 10.
These Vulture and Mouse cards
are shuffled and stacked face
down. Now the first card is
turned up, this is the prey that
must be caught in this round.
Each player decides how many

PLAYED FOR YOU

move an oil rig. The dice result for
the vehicles must be completely
used, but you can allocate it to
several vehicles. You can change
direction at crossroads. Vehicles
block each other, you cannot
overtake another vehicle. On a
square with an oil rig you can
pump oil by taking the oil stone
from underneath the tower. If
you do so at rigs not your own
you pay the other player according to the values table. For
one complete set of colored oil
stones an oil barrel is placed;
until this barrel is delivered to
a camp special rules apply. You
move derricks to cover oil stones
for future collection. When all
stones have been collected, the
game is scored and you win with
the highest score from a number
of criteria for variety and amount
oil stones.
Ghawar rather nicely transmits
the feeling of oil production, but
the oil barrels introduce a rather
massive amount of chance into
the game by allowing to elimination of vehicles. 

INFORMATION

points he is willing to risk to get
this card, selects the corresponding card from his hand and puts
it face-down on the table. When
all cards are placed they are revealed at the same time. When
the prey card of the round was
a positive mouse card, the card
goes to the player who played
the highest card. When the prey
card was a negative vulture card,
the card is given to the player
who chose the lowest card. In
case of a tie in highest or lowest
value played the card goes to the
player with the next highest or
lowest value. Cards played go
out of the game, so you have an
advantage if you can remember who did already play which
cards.
At the end you add the values
of all the mouse cards you won
and deduct the total value of all
vulture cards. If you managed
to achieve the highest total you
have won the game.
Yet and again fast, funny, good
and a well-working combination
of a little tactics, a bit of memory
and a bit of luck, the ideal family
game. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Johannes Halbig
Artist: H. Lieske, K. Schossow
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Mücke Spiele 2010
www.muecke-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Acquisition game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Series Bohrturm * Series
Läufer * very much chancedriven, especially in phase
2 * gets the atmosphere
nicely across
Compares to:
McMulti and other dice game on the
topic of oil wells
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Alex Randolph
Artist: Björn Pertoft
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2011
www.migo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Bidding game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it nl at al
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition * new design
* identical rules * still a
fantastic family game
Compares to:
Hol’s der Geier in many
other editions
Other editions:
Several, in many languages
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u ISLA DORADA / JUGGLER

ISLA DORADA

TRAVEL TOGETHER SEARCHING FOR GOLD
Players got stranded on a mysterious island and join together in
an expedition to explore it. They
travel together, hire pack animals and try to avoid unknown
dangers.
You hold adventure cards, plus
a curse card and a destiny card
as well as two treasure cards. You
play 16 rounds in the game. First
you use adventure card for the

right to move the expedition. For
a bid you place your man on the
path you intend to take and bid
the corresponding cards; with
special cards you can either end
the bid immediately when it
reaches 4 or more or can exclude
a player from the auction.
If you win the auction you move
the figure for the expedition.
Even at this stage you can influ-

JUGGLER

DISCARD Q, PICK UP AN A
The game comprises cards featuring letters, forming a deck for
consonants and a deck for vowels; to each letter a certain value
is assigned and for each of three
languages named a somewhat
different selection of letters is
used. To are dealt cards – only
consonants at the start – and
must make up a word from your
cards on hand, of course if pos-

26

sible entirely without left-over
cards. If you manage to do this
and use all card in hand you can
“go out” and hope that this will
result in other players having to
keep expensive cards they cannot use. After someone has gone
out the other players have one
more chance to improve their
word. As a basic turn you pick
up a card and discard a card.
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ence the movement with a special card. If you hold curse cards
and treasure cards for the current
location of the expedition, you
play them now. Then - maybe
– there will be news about new
locations where treasures can
be found and then you always
receive adventure cards. Exploration markers are placed on locations and are used for counting
rounds; should the expedition
return to the base camp no
marker is placed. When the last
exploration marker is placed,
the game ends at the end of this
round and you sum gold, treasure values and points scored
for meeting demands of destiny
cards and then deduct values of
curse cards. If you have the highest score you win.
The well-thought-out mechanism for the bids nicely conveys
the decisions of an expedition
hunting for treasures, the mechanism itself demands optimization of card deployment. 

INFORMATION

You can choose if you want to
draw from the consonant stack
or from the vowel stack or take
a card from the discarded cards.
The move of draw and discard is
the core of the game, because
it is done in a very unusual way.
You are allowed to draw a card
without discarding a card; you
can improve your chances for a
good word, but at the same time
risk more bad points if someone
else goes out first. You are also allowed to discard a card without
drawing a card. If you discard a
card, you place them on a free
spot on the table, because in
this game you can pick up any
card that has been discarded,
not only the one that was discarded last. So take care what
you discard for others! This way
of changing cards in hand and
varying the number of cards on
hand introduces a lot of tactics
into the game, but keep in mind;
you want to create a word without left-over cards.
A tidbit for friends of word
games. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

6+

TIME:

45+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Inspira
www.mike-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Collecting game
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: some
Comments:
Not a cooperative game
despite joint travels * destination is determined by
auction * basic mechanism
is optimization of card use
Compares to:
All bid and action games, the bidding
mechanism itself is individual
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

12+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Graham Lipscomb
Artist: Graham Lipscomb
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Graham’s Games 10
www.grahams-games.co.uk

EVALUATION
Genre: Word game
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Basically a standard mechanism of forming words and
scoring negative for leftovers * entirely new tactics
and new possibilities due
to discard/draw rules
Compares to:
Other word forming games with letters, e.g. Scrabble or Topwords
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

KING OF TOKYO/ KINGS & THINGS t

KING OF TOKYO

RIESENMONSTER AUF EROBERUNGSZUG!
Monsters want to invade Tokyo
and take it over? Why Tokyo?
Why not Tokyo? They are monsters, that’s why! As a player you
cannot avoid joining them and
you take over guidance of one of
the monsters and win if either is
the first to accumulate 20 victory
points or if is the last monster
alive in the game.
You can choose if you prefer

8

the green saurian-look-alike or
the spiked gorilla and grab all
six dice for your turn. Following
the standard mechanism also
known to monsters you roll the
dice three times, set aside dice,
re-roll dice. After a total of three
rolls you evaluate your result: For
each die showing a lightning
symbol you receive an energy
crystal from stock. With each die

KINGS & THINGS
2ND EDITION

Now being a permanent precense in the parallel universe
of games, Kings & Kings made
its first appearance in our universe in 1986: A game with hexagonal landscape and terrain
tiles featuring the fight for the
dominance of Kadab – in many
aspects a prequel to Settlers, but
with a lot more details and in a
fantasy setting; the game was

www.gamesjournal.at

published in 1998 in German
and then in again in 2010.
The realm of Kadab is laid out
from 48 landscape hexes in 8
different varietes and players are
tasked with reuniting the realm
by building and conquering
citadels. This project starts with
a basic equipment of money,
counters etc.
Then you play in rounds; each

PLAYED FOR YOU

showing a heart you can heal
one life point, that is raise your
life point total by one, and each
talon rolled means one damage
and thus one life point less for
any monster on another location than the active monster. A
monster down to zero life points
drops out of the game and must
back off from conquering Tokyo.
A monster that takes damage
while in Tokyo can leave Tokyo
and yield its position to the attacking monster; the damage
must be taken in any case. With
energy crystals you buy cards
with a once-only instant effect or
a permanent effect. Such cards
modify damage, victory points
and healing.
These cards are the core of the
game and provide the tactics
for this dice game. Sometimes
it is better to grab a card only to
avoid that someone else can take
it, some of them are very powerful and can decide the game.
Hand me the talons! Oops, the
crystals! 

INFORMATION

round starts with tax revenues;
then you can hire heroes, can
draw items from a bag and can
swap unwanted items; after that,
you can play events and move
troops, can explore and fight
battles, can build fortresses and
at the end of the turn use abilities of heroes. As you can deduce
from all those “cans” you have a
lot of room for individual decisions.
Kings & Things is a fantastic fantasy adventure with beautifully
interlocking mechanisms and
funny, lovingly designed creatures. It features a certain element of chance, which is kind of
necessary in that kind of games.
Especially nice is the Chronic of
the Realm at the end of the rules
– and for those rules you should
set aside some time, and if you
have a bit of game play experience it could be of help when
entering the fray for Kadab. The
game provides a summary of the
rules, rules for an introductory
game and detailed appendages
for hero abilities and effects of
events. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Richard Garfield
Artist: Benjamin Raynal
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Iello 2011
www.iello.fr

EVALUATION
Dice game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it jp
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Parody on all monsters
from Godzilla to King Kong
* dice orgy with tactical elements * plain, good fun
Compares to:
Basically all dice games with repeated
throws for a result
Other editions:
Heidelberger, German; Japanese,
Italian and French editions

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

180+

Designer: Tom Wham, Rob Kuntz
Artist: Claus Stephan + Team
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2010
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy adventure game
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en jp
In-game text: some
Comments:
A highlight for fans of
fantasy games since 1986
* totally funny characters *
some game play experience
is an advantage * painstakingly, detailed and voluminous rules
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
Kings & Things, Z-Man Games
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u MISS LUPUN / MONSTER-ALARM

MISS LUPUN
PLUS MINUS

Maybe Miss Lupun loves to play
with numbers due to the fact
that her name is an anagram of
Plus Minus! She is the legendary
High Priestess of Logic and offers adventures in the world of
numbers.
Each player holds a set of pieces
numbered 0 to 9 and three secret puzzle cards. The board is a
grid of six rows with four squares,

8
that is, a grid of 6 x 4 squares, the
rows are numbered from 1 to 6
and the columns are marked
with A to D. In this way, each
square has a unique identification with a letter and a number.
The puzzles on the cards are
written like formulas using the
coordinates, for instance A5+B5
= D5. For a better understanding the cards feature a miniature

MONSTER-ALARM
THE 4TH YELLOW ONE SCORES 4 POINTS
104 playing cards feature monsters in five colors, we find yellow,
green, blue, red and purple monsters. For the flow of the game
the yellow and green monsters
are considered to be the “good”
monsters and the red and blue
ones are “bad” monsters, which
lose you points at the end of the
game. The purple monsters are
jokers, they adopt the color of

28

6

monsters with which they are
placed and are then either good
or bad and score negative or
positive points.
The cards are shuffled and dealt
evenly to all players. You stack
your cards in two stacks of equal
size, monster side up. Then you
chose a card from of the stacks
for placement on the table, monsters of the same color go into
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image of the board highlighting
the squares involved in the puzzle formula.
In turn players set a piece with a
number on the board and try to
solve their own puzzles. When
all squares of the board are full,
each player reveals his puzzles
and adds the points for puzzles
solved. If you score most points,
you win. If you play over several
rounds you place your numbers
circled side face-down and can
at the end of the round turn over
stones adding up to the number of points you scored; so you
can add up scores from several
rounds. A joker variant is listed,
too. If you draw a joker card at
the start, you receive a joker
piece which can be assigned to
represent any number. Other
variants are listed, too.
Miss Lupun offers challenging,
elegant puzzles for hair-raising
tasks – now you have placed a
high number in a row that I am
supposed to add up, can I salvage the situation with a joker?
Logic thinking far away from
Sudoku, each puzzle is very different! 

INFORMATION

the same row. If you must place
the 4th monster in a row you
must pick up all cards in the row.
If you take the last card from one
of your stacks you must place a
card from you remaining stack in
your turns.
When all have placed all their
cards, the game ends and all
count their monsters, each green
and yellow one scores one point,
each blue and red one deducts
one point, the purple ones must
be scored like the ones they
were with in a row; therefore you
should place each row that you
had to take separately so that
you can assign the purple cards
correctly.
Monster-Alarm offers a very simple mechanism that reminds one
a bit of 6 nimmt! For the basic
principle, but does not use numbers due to the age of the target
group. A little bit of tactics is possible, as you see all open stacks
of all players and can exercise a
bit of influence on their having
to take a row or not. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: T. Sing, R.-P. Gebhardt
Artist: M. Menzel, J. van Straelen
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Winning Moves 2011
www.winning-moves.de

EVALUATION
Logic game on numbers
For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Classy components * tricky
puzzles * some good variants listed * challenging
family game
Compares to:
Other games of logic, with numbers,
and also Sudoku
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Ivan de Faveri
Artist: Carla Miller
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Die Spiegelburg 2011
www.spiegelburg.de

EVALUATION
Placement game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic for children *
trains first tactical considerations * very simple rules
Compares to:
6 nimmt! and other card
games with taking rows
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

MONZA DAS KARTENSPIEL / PYJAMAPARTY t

MONZA DAS KARTENSPIEL
DOES THE TRAFFIC LIGHT SHOW PURPLE?
Monza the dice game with a car
racing topic is now followed by
Monza the card game. Players
want to get the cars over the
finish line with the help of color
correlations. The track cards
show straight parts on one side
and bends on the other side.
You lay out a random track of
your choice, the length of the
track determines the duration

4

of the game. If you use cards
showing oil patches the game
can be made more difficult. The
cars are placed at the starting
line, the traffic light cards are
stacked face down. In your turn
you draw a traffic light card and
compare the color of the lights
with the colors of the track lanes
on the cards in front of the car.
If no color fits the car remains in

PYJAMAPARTY
WHISPERS IN THE MOONSHINE
The little vampires play with
snuggle spiders and blood orange juice, but when they shriek
loudly because they encounter
a garlic bulb Daddy Vampire
comes up and all hurry into their
beds. You roll the die: For dots
you move your vampire along
the carpets by as many steps; if
the move ends on a carpet with
other vampires there you ap-

www.gamesjournal.at

5

proach one of the vampires with
“shh” and pick up one face-down
item from the floor board. The
approached player turns up an
item from the floor board. Now
both players, in an low voice,
make one of the pre-set noises
that are meant to imitate a clash
between spider and spider, glass
and glass or glass and spider. If
you were the only one to make

place and your turn ends. When
there is an appropriate color you
move your card on this track on
the next card. When several colors fit adjacent cards you can use
each color once. You can switch
lanes anytime but cannot enter
obstacle spots. You can overtake
other cars and there can be up
to three cars in a lane. If a light
shows all six colors, the card is
a joker and you can choose any
color. If you are first to cross the
finish line you win. Experienced
players receive three cards at the
start of the game and choose
one of them for their turn and
then draw a card. If you do not
have a valid card, you discard all
cards and draw three new ones.
A simulation of a car race as simple as it is efficient, using cards;
the graphics are lovingly drawn
and the game features quick,
easily understandable rules, you
only need to discern colors and
can start to play. In the experienced version some tactics is
introduced into the game. 

INFORMATION

the correct noise, you get both
items; if both players were correct, each of them receives one
item. If the die roll results in a garlic bulb, all scream “Garlic” and a
garlic round is played: The garlic
cards are turned up one by one;
for each closed trap door all players move one carpet nearer to
their beds, who reaches his bed
jumps into it, and another card
is turned up. If Daddy appears,
all vampires in their beds are
rewarded with an item, all vampires still out of bed must discard
an item. If you own 8 items, you
shout “horray” and another garlic
turn is played – if you are in bed
before Daddy appears you win.
Pyjamaparty is an enchanting
game, the vampire theme is so
lovely gruesome, very nicely just
a bit gruesome, and the game
itself a nice mixture of guessing,
betting and a bit of memory for
the spots where a glass or a spider is returned to. One is really
enticed to play! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

46+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Jürgen P. Grunau
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: ca. 6 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2011
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Car racing game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very pretty mechanism
* transports real racing
atmosphere, also via the
design * sequel to Monza,
the dice game
Compares to:
All racing games with use of colors
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Gebrüder Frei
Artist: Stefanie Reich
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Selecta 2011
www.selecta-spielzeug.de

EVALUATION
Roll, move and guess game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Well-working combination
of well-known mechanisms
* enchanting story and
design * highly inviting
Compares to:
All guessing games with a bit of
memory, some elements of RockScissors-Paper
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u QUERDENKER DE LUXE / SCHUHBIDU

QUERDENKER DE LUXE
ALIAS 20 QUESTIONS

After a long long time under the
roof of several Hasbro brands
one of the classic games in the
genre of quiz and communications has found a new home
with University Games and has
been re-issued in a deluxe edition.
The game features cards in the
categories of „Who am I?“, „What
am I?“ and „Where am I?“, the

cards are shuffled and stacked
face-down; each card shows 20
clues and the answer. Players in
turn work as clue giver. You take
the card and name the category.
The player to the left of the clue
giver is active player and names
a number between 1 and 20; the
clue giver reads out the clue on
the card corresponding to the
number and marks the number

SCHUHBIDU

LOTS OF DICE FOR YOUR SHOE
Topic of the game is shoes, shoes
of one color; because the theme
is centipedes and they need to
be elongated by the shoes. Players try to roll as many shoes as
they can and to add them to
their centipedes. You start the
game with a head tile, the shoe
tiles are sorted by color and
length. You roll all dice and set
aside any number of them, can

30

4

roll up to three times and can
re-roll dice already set aside
and can also stop anytime if
you are happy with an earlier
result. The star on a die can be
used as a joker for any color of
your choice. When you are done
with rolling the dice you add
all colors of one die and take a
tile with shoes of this color from
stock that shows as many or less
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on the board. Then the active
player has 10 seconds to answer.
If he does not answer or answers
wrongly the next player chooses
a clue and can then answer. If the
player guesses correctly, he and
the clue giver share 20 points.
The clue giver gets 1 point for
each chip on the board, that
is, for each clue given, and the
active player gets 1 point for
each clue not used. Both players
move their markers accordingly.
Among the 20 clues on a card
can lurk instructions for actions,
moving the marker or other such
things. If you are the first to reach
the finish, you win.
After all this time Querdenker
still features a well-working and
interesting mechanism and this
edition is absolutely up to date,
all terms are brand-new and do
not come from the usual trivia
categories. Another positive feature is the unusual, rather retro
design of the box, the box is
pretty! Sometimes it is astonishing that one can find 20 clues to
describe something, for instance
thermometer! 

INFORMATION

shoes that you did roll. You have
free choice when evaluating
your roll; you need no take the
color that is present most often
in the roll. If you cannot use the
roll for any result that would fit
a tile still available you are out
of luck and cannot elongate the
centipede. When the last tile has
been placed, you will win with
the longest centipede.
Older children can play a version
which allows them to steal missing tiles. If you cannot take a tile
from general stock o if you do
not want to take a tile you may
steal a tile from a player, where
a valid tiles is situated exactly at
the end of the centipede, but if
and only if the tile is valid and fits
the dice result.
Schuhbidu is a very simple
dice game, but deceptively so,
because it trains counting and
understanding amounts surreptitiously and even allows a tiny
amount of tactics in the choice
of colors from the dice result. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2+

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: University Games 11
www.universitygames.de

EVALUATION
Quiz game on definitions
With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr nl no
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Still good and interesting
after such a long time *
classy components * many
question cards * good for
homogenous groups
Compares to:
20 Questions and other editions of
Querdenker
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Klaus Kreowski
Artist: Irene Wanitschke
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Huch & Friends 2011
www.huchandfriends.de

EVALUATION
Dice game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pretty topic * topic and
mechanism fit ideally * trains recognition of
amounts and first attempts
at counting
Compares to:
All dice game with grasping amounts,
Toni Tausendfüßler for the topic
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

SCHWARZER FREITAG / SUN SEA & SAND t

SCHWARZER FREITAG
BULL, BEAR OR CRASH?
Before the stock market crashes
you should buy as much gold
and silver as you can. But as you
start the game without money
you must earn money with
clever stock market trades to be
able to start trading in precious
metals. You can acquire subsidies, pay interest on them and
bad banks take over the debts at
the end of the game. The game

is prepared in accordance with
the number of players and then
you can do one of four actions in
your turn: 1) You buy shares for
the current share price, at the
start only one share. This changes during the game due to level
cards. 2) Sell shares for the actual
share value, the share values are
adapted accordingly and there is
a sales limit. 3) Buy silver for the

SUN SEA & SAND
TOURISM UNDER PALM TREES
And yet another small idyllic island paradise shaded by palm
trees must be developed and
expanded, because tourists have
discovered it – so the road to a
resort is started with the construction of chalets and attractions. Tourists in their turn bring
money which you can reinvest
into the resort and this then in
turn earns you a high rating in

www.gamesjournal.at

tourist guides. The season on
the island takes 8 week and in
each week the same phases are
implemented – you work, the
backpack tourists appear and
tourists pay for their stay, and
the week is over!
In the phase „Working“ you
choose an action for each member of the family that is at home
and then executes them: You

current value up to the maximum buying limit. If you own
5 silver bars these bars are immediately exchanged for 1 gold
bar. 4) Pass your turn; this avoids
price changes and thereby possibly an advantage for the next
player. When the silver price tops
100, all sell their shares, take out
subsidies to the absolute limit
and buy silver. Who then has the
most gold bars wins the game.
Schwarzer Freitag is a dry simulation of events at the stock
market, the actual slogans like
Bad Banks have been integrated
nicely, the subsidies you need
not pay back are a glimpse on
reality, but you must pay your
interest in full. At the start not
easy and taking some time to
get used to are the manifold
handling operations and details
that you have to observe. To take
some time to study the rules is
an advantage, you are rewarded
with simulation of stock market
events that works will despite
a not unimportant element
chance. 

INFORMATION

build bungalows, pick up tourists
or book tourists, set up an attraction or set up a sign. Each action
takes time, some of them cost
money. The backpack tourist
wanders around the islands for
a distance equal to the amount
of money owned be the poorest
player who owns money. Depending on the location of the
backpack tourist books his stay
or stays. Then tourists in bungalows yield income including
bonuses for attractions.
At the end of the week the boat
of the week is removed, family
members absent due to work
done advance by one time zone,
family members in other boats
busy with bookings remain
on these boats. In week 8 only
work and backpack tourists are
implemented, and then the resort is evaluated: 1 victory points
per tourist, sign and number of
empty land and sea areas and
the victory points from attractions. Nice, rather realistically,
without and factor of chance,
the only thing necessary is dexterous management of money
and family members. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Artist: Christian Fiore
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2010
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Stock market game
For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Rules need a bit of working
with * some details can be
found in the tips * lots of
handling * well-working
simulation
Compares to:
Other stock market games
Other editions:
Black Friday, Rio Grande Games, in
Holland 999 Games

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Corné van Moorsel
Artist: Christoph Tisch
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Cwali 2010
www.cwali.nl

EVALUATION
Worker placement game
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Without any element of
chance * pure worker placement game * an extremely
good method for money
administration is necessary
Compares to:
Hotel Samoa
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u SUPER RHINO / TEST OF FIRE BULL RUN 1861

SUPER RHINO

SUPER HERO IS CLIMBING BUILDING
Super Hero Super Rhino must
climb up the faces of buildings in
this 3D stacking game to be able
to execute his heroic deeds, players assist him. The foundation is
laid out; you choose which side
of the card is showing. Each player is given five roofs; the rest is
stacked as a draw pile. The markings on the intermediate ceilings
= roofs tells you how the cards

4

for the next level must be placed.
You take the necessary number
of walls, fold them according to
the markings on the ceiling and
then place one of your roofs. If
the roof shows a symbol you
must take note of it and implement it: There are 1) change of
directions, only valid for more
than 2 players; 2) Rest – the next
player must pass his turn 3) +1,

TEST OF FIRE BULL RUN 1861
BEAUREGARD VS MCDOWELL
The Battle of Bull Run was the
first land battle in the American
Civil war; in 1861 the Confederate
Troops commanded by General
Beauregard with the purpose to
defend Virginia against Union
General McDowell who wanted
to end the revolution fast. The
orders to the troops are fixed by
dice and action cards; the goals
in the game are different for the

32

two sides: The Union wins when
it can conquer Manassas Junction or can rout the Confederate
troops; The Confederates win
the game when they defeat the
Union troops of if the conquer
the town of Centreville, rout the
Union troops or simple hinter
the Union to win.
At the start of a turn you roll the
dice; 1 = draw a card; 2 and 3
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one additional card for the next
player, he draws a roof from the
stack; 4) double roof, you can
place a second roof. 5) Super
Rhino, the next player must
place Rhino on the new marker
for his position. And while complying with all this you must also
comply with the building rules:
you can use both hands and can
only touch the roof or the wall
you must actually place, and
the roofs must be aligned with
the foundation. If you can place
your last roof you win. If the construction crashes you win, if you
have the least number of roofs in
stock; if it was you who crashed
to building you have lost in any
case. Super game with super
hero, offering a felicitous training
of balance, dexterity and correct
observations to make sure that
the walls have been folded accurately and meet the demands
of the ceiling.
It is fun to relocate Rhino to the
new mark in the construction
and hope that it does not crash.
It has happened that all walls
were used without crashing the
construction! 

INFORMATION

= fire artillery, 4 and 5 = move
up to three units, 6 = draw a
card or fire artillery. Skirmishes
when enemy troops meet on a
hex are decided by dice: 2 dice
for each infantry unit, more are
added when support is available
from cards or other sources. The
defender rolls first, takes damages before the attacker rolls his
dice. Then the attacker rolls and
takes damage. When defenders
remain upright and functioning
the attacker has lost the skirmish
and all his units must return to
where they started from. Artillery
and Generals do not roll dice; the
artillery uses one die to fire into
an opposing enemy area. Cards
support each segment of the
game; you can play as many of
them as you want.
Test of Fire offers a tight, fast,
simple and all the same intense
game, quite surprisingly in a CoSim. There are no fussy convoluted rules, no endless explanations; you can start to play really
quickly. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-5

4+

TIME:

20+

Designer: S. Strumpf, S. Frisco
Artist: Thies Schwarz
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2011
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic – Rhino influences
the stability of the construct
* trains hand-eye coordination and motor skills
Compares to:
Basically each house built with cards
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Martin Wallace
Artist: Troiani, Blando, Hamilton
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Mayfair Games 2011
www.mayfairgames.com

EVALUATION
Conflict simulation
With friends
Special: 2 players
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
CoSim * not only for fans
of the genre but absolutely
eligible for beginners to get
acquainted with the genre
* short playing time * tight rules
Compares to:
Other CoSims on the Battle of Bull
Run
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

THE PHANTOM LEAGUE / TIKAL II t

THE PHANTOM LEAGUE
WITH MOSTLY HARMLESS EXPANSION
You are captain of a space ship
and start as a Nobody on the
search for fame and appreciation. From level 3 on the scale of
your achievements you must decide if you want to be famous or
notorious, and the further your
career accordingly with trade,
piracy, exploration of new star
system, eliminating your rivals in
other leagues and by complet-

ing missions.
The map of the accessible part
of the Universe is modular and
changes in each game. A movement phase is followed by an
action phase; you can mine raw
materials, take in fuel, attack
space ships or block space ships,
and dock your ship. If you dock
your ship to other ships, space
station or planets, you have ad-

TIKAL II
THE LOST TEMPLE

This is a sequel to Tikal, game of
the year 1999, at least as regards
to the topic: This time round
players explore an old, forgotten temple. In the center of the
board you find the temple, 10
rooms are visible at the start
of the game, but no exploration has been done yet. Players
are charged with exploring the
temple, exploring all rooms and

www.gamesjournal.at

collect as many points as possible. The river is paddled with
canoes and connects six locations, where you will find clues
and items which you will need
when exploring the temple.
When the manifold preparations for the game have been
done, you have two actions by
turns as compared to a number
of action points in Tikal. First

ditional choices of actions. If you
lose your ship, you drop out of
the game.
The Mostly Harmless expansion
introduces new docking and
mission cards into the game;
these cards feature appreciation
markers in relation to your chosen path. This is augmented by a
marker for an additional pirate’s
nest, the space ship Cobra and
double-sided combat cards.
The game has been based on
the video game Elite by David
Braben; all in all the implementation was successful despite
their being more handling than
in the video age. To base your career movements on personality
is a cute idea. The game is completely card driven and the only
element of chance is drawing of
cards. The variable board and the
plethora of choices offer a huge
amount of strategic and tactical
possibilities, there is not a single
failsafe strategy to win. Rules version 4.1.x introduced a possibility
to adapt the combat system to
the ideas of players; the rules are
constantly revised. 

INFORMATION

you paddle the canoe round the
temple area to one of the locations and get yourself an action
tile; if you want to cross the forest
with the canoe you pay one key.
Then you excavate one room in
the temple with your explorer.
To do so the explorer goes any
distance you want, you only
must own all the keys necessary
to open doors on his way. In the
target room you plant a flag and
receive the available advantages
of the room – points, secret maps
or a treasure. You score points for
majorities in rooms, exploring
the main temple or many different treasures. You must plan
your action swell, because there
are only 6 action tiles in a round
and without keys you are stuck.
A nice, atmospheric game which
seamlessly follows it predecessor; components and design are
sensational. You need to do a bit
of work on the rules, not because
of difficult basic mechanisms but
due to the many details, but you
will be rewarded for your pains
with a wonderful game. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Timo Multamäki
Artist: Karim Chakroun
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Tuonela 2010/2011
www.tuonelaproductions.com

EVALUATION
SciFi adventure game
For experts
Special: 1 player
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Unusual choice of part of
the theme * otherwise a
standard mix of topics *
upgrading space ships is a
bit convoluted * implementation of
the video game Elite
Compares to:
Basically all SciFi adventure games
with an economics element
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: M. Kiesling, W. Kramer
Artist: V. Dutrait, S. Rouge
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Gameworks 2010
www.gameworks.ch

EVALUATION
Collecting game
With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fantastic components and
flair * you need to work at
the rules * can be recommended to families with
some game play experience
Compares to:
Tikal for the topic; other adventure
games featuring collecting of items
to be able to do other actions
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u TOC TOC WOODMANN / UBONGO

TOC TOC WOODMANN
KNOCK DOWN THE BARK,
NOT THE TREE
A lumberjack impersonating
a woodpecker, players are doing the same! A nice tree is set
up using a trunk part and light
plastic discs. Here we meet with
the first problem, the discs are
only stacked loosely on top of
each other so take care when
assembling the tree – oh! Back
to the start, you must already
insert the bark parts in each of

5

the discs. This looks like vertical puzzle noses, and is not an
anchor either, so: Place the disc,
absolutely exact on the one below, insert the bark parts, and
add the next disc, and so on.
The bark parts in the bottom
disc are supported by the top of
the somewhat larger trunk part.
When the tree is ready each player in turn knock twice on the tree

UBONGO
DAS KARTENSPIEL

The game features 3 stacks of
cards, 36 cards in each stack. One
stack is used for 2 of 6 rounds in
the game; the stacks are marked
with 1, 3, and 5 on the white
fronts and with 2, 4 and 5 on
the black backs. Each player is
dealt 9 cards from the current
stack and plays with the white
side in the first round and the
black side in the second round.

34

8
When you have received your
cards and play totally on your
own as in Ubongo: At a starting
signal you place 7 of 9 cards as
fast as you can according to the
rules; you must place each card
but the first one in a way that
tow and only two symbols on
one card border the same two
symbols on the other card, so
that you end up with two pairs
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with the axe, at one of the discs,
trying to dislocate this and only
this disc so far that one piece of
bark falls off. Only bark may fall,
no part of the tree trunk. If you
make the tree crash you have lost
the game in any case, the others
can go on playing with the still
standing rest of the tree or award
points for bard parts knocked
out successfully so far and so
determine a winner in points.
The rules leave every freedom
of choice to players; they more
or less suggest that you think up
a way to score the game.
The idea of the tree bark is nice
and the technical and game
mechanics implementation is
absolutely working; and yes, it is
possible to relocate single discs
without crashing the tree, but it
needs a little bit of experience.
All in all a nice extension for the
genre of knocking games, and
an ideal game for in-between or
for children’s’ birthday parties. 

INFORMATION

of symbols. To achieve this you
can turn the cards and can also
create branches in the line of
cards. But you may not place
tow cards showing two pairs and
then a third symbol bordering a
third symbol on the other card,
regardless if the same or a different one- that means cards must
always be placed staggered.
Cards do not have to be placed in
any order, so you can rearrange
the sequence, take cards back in
hand, etc. When you are done
you call “Ubongo” and score 10
points, the other players score
the number of cards they could
place. But if only one card in the
display is wrong you do not score
at all. After six rounds you win
with the most points.
A mechanism completely different from Ubongo but using the
familiar shapes used in Ubongo!
Instead of aligning the symbols
you now align the cards which
as a matter of course results in
different alignments of the symbols. As fascinating and as challenging as Ubongo! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 38 and 39

PLAYERS:

2-7

AGE:

5+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Justin Oh
Artist: Moosn!
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Gemblo 2010
www.thinkfund.net

EVALUATION
Dexterity game
For families
Version: multi
Rules: en kr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Dexterity game * nice looking, well working parts *
new release announced for
2011 at Mayday Games
Compares to:
Jenga, Klopf Klopf Hallo Eisbär
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Artist: Nicolas Neubauer
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2011
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Card placement game
For families
Version: de
Rules: de nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fits well into the Ubongo
range of games * completely different mechanics
using the shapes from
Ubongo
Compares to:
Fits, Bits and other placement games
with shapes
Other editions:
University Games, The Netherlands

www.gamesjournal.at

WIZARD JUNIOR / ZIG ZAG t

WIZARD JUNIOR
MOUSE 2 TRUMPS FLOWER 8
A trick-taking card game in Fairyland: On the cards mice, flowers, butterflies and snails romp
about, showing values of 1 to 8,
being accompanied by 2 magicians and two jesters. 8 tiles for
8 rounds showing numbers 1-8
and 40 prediction chips complete the components. For 3 or
4 players you lay out all 8 round
tiles, sorted by numbers, for 4

8

players the numbers 1ö7 and
for 6 players the numbers 1 6o
6. This is the number of rounds
and at the same time denotes
the number of cards which you
are dealt in each round.
Each player is dealt the number
of cards according to the round,
makes a prediction how many
tricks he will take and picks up
the corresponding number of

ZIG ZAG

UP AND DOWN GOES THE NEEDLE!
Leni and Luca are bored and are
looking for something interesting to do; fortunately the shirt
is missing buttons and they are
allowed to sow them on. The
scissors representing a spinner
are turned. When they stop each
of the tips points out a color on
the wheel. You may choose one
of the colors and take a corresponding button from general

www.gamesjournal.at

4

stock. Should the scissors point
to a color in which you already
have a button in front of you, you
may sow this button to the shirt.
The shirt is made from wood
and is prepared at the start of
the game by sticking the needle
up from the bottom. You now
take your button and push the
needle up through the button
and then you turn it and push

PLAYED FOR YOU

prediction chips. A trick is taken 1)
by each magician; when there are
two in a trick the first one played
takes it; 2) the highest trump card
in the trick; 3) if neither trump nor
magician are played the highest
card in the color lead takes the
trick; 4) a jester never takes a trick.
If you take a trick you place one
of your prediction chips on it;
when all tricks of the round
have been played you check the
predictions: If all your chips are
placed on tricks and you have
no trick without a chip you have
correctly predicted and turn over
the chips to the side showing
points. All the others must give
back the chips. If you predicted 0
tricks and did not take a trick you
take a chip from stock for points.
After the last round you win with
most points.
Wizard junior is a very pretty
adaption of the Wizard mechanisms to a game for children and
a topic for children, at the same
time training card management
and mechanisms of a trick taking
game. 

INFORMATION

it back through the second hole
in the button and also through
the hole in the shirt and out at
the other side of the shirt and
finally up again through a free
hole in the shirt, ready for the
next player to use. For the successful sowing of the button to
the shirt you are rewarded with
a wooden chip.
If the scissors only point to colors
where there is no button left, you
of course cannot take a button.
If they also do not point out a
color in which you have a button
in your personal stock that you
could sow on the shirt, you cannot do anything and must pass
your turn.
If you are first to collect three
chips you win.
Zig Zag is an enchanting training for hand-eye coordination
and motor skills; but you can also
use the components for free play,
simply sow on buttons and take
them off again, or form patters.
There is no limit to what you
could try, even sowing on two
buttons on top of each either –
let’s see if this will work! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Ken Fisher
Artist: Franz Vohwinkel
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Amigo 2011
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Card game
For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: nein
Comments:
Pretty topic for children *
trains card management,
trick-taking and card
memory
Compares to:
Wizard and other trick-taking games
with predicting numbers of tricks
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Udo Peise
Artist: M. Mulzer, A. Wagner
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Beleduc 2011
www.beleduc.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity game
For children
Version: multi
Rules: cn de en es it fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive wooden components * unusual topic, of
great interest for children *
trains motor skills
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
Currently none
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NEW ARRIVALS

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON NEWCOMERS

6 NIMMT! REISE-EDITION
Publisher: Amigo
Designer: Wolfgang Kramer

DIE BAR-BOLZ-BANDE DAS KARTENSPIEL

10

Small, handy, cute and very very good – all this is especially
true for the new travel edition of the classic card game,
packed in a handy stable box with a handle! Aim of the game
is to discard you cards and to collect as few cards with as few
oxen heads as possible. You place cards according to these
rules: Start with the lowest card played, add cards to rows in
ascending order in the row with the minimum difference to
the new card. If you must add the 6th card to a row you pick
up the 5 cards and score the oxen heads on these cards for
penalty points. Other standard are Amigo games also available in the travel-box. Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no
Card game in a travel edition for 2-10 players, ages 10+

MEINE ERSTEN SPIELE MATROSE AHOI!
Publisher: Haba
Designer: Haru Bartel

Publisher: Amigo
Designer: Pascal Pieschke, Marko Leopizzi

8

The Bar-Bolz gang has fun in the beach soccer camp! You
start with 8 cards, the first player plays a midfield card, the
small penalty box depicted on the any cards shows which
card must be played next. On blue or red attack cards you can
only play blue or red attack cards showing a higher number
of balls. A black action card can be played anytime. Ypu draw
cards when you are down to four in hand. If you cannot
answer an attack card with a valid card you suffer a goal and
take the stack of cards; the one who played the attack card
takes a soccer card. When the stack is used up you win with
most soccer cards. Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Publisher: Winning Moves
Designer: Korneel Joppe

Cooperative roll & move game for 1-4 players, ages 2+

Expansion for Munchkin Quest for 2-4 players, ages 12+

TOP TRUMPS SPECIALS DIE SCHLÜMPFE

3

Two kinds of logical puzzles, 6 challenges each on double-sided
cards: ROCK HOPPER - connecting puzzle: From the orange number you move this number of steps straight on and continue from
each number reached, only one on each space and over as many
steps as possible. If you get stuck, each non-entered space counts
1 point. SET COLLECTOR - group formation puzzle: Encircle groups
of 3 or 4 symbols, all must be the same or different, each space
can only be used once. Unused spots score in relation to their
symbol. Your goal in both games: As low a score as possible.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fi fr nl se * In-game text: no

NMBRS!

Publisher: Pegasus Spiele
Designer: Steve Jackson

Kill the monsters, steal the treasure and stab your friends in the
back! Bit by Bit a dungeon materializes; you move, fight, make deals
and take a peep behind every door. For treasures and power you
fight monsters or deviate them to your opponents. Killed heroes
are resurrected, to die voluntarily is a tactical option! With achieving
level 10 and defeating a boss monster you win. Monsters win when
all players are dead at the same time. The expansion Mortale Portale
introduces the Laboratory/Tavern, 10 Deus Ex Munchkin cards and
2 treasure cards as well as new rules for portals, 2 rainbow portals fit
any other portal.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Publisher: Winning Moves

8

Logic puzzle for 1 players, ages 8+

A toy, a puzzle, and a cooperative roll & move game. The board is
put together, the boat base sits in front of the board at the side
with the red wind mill, the other wooden parts are distributed
on their images on the board. You roll the die: For a color
Sam the Sailor advances to the next space of this color, on a
red-yellow ring he must stop and place the corresponding part
on the boat. For Sam himself all players applaud, but he stays
in place. When you roll the boat, you advance it one sea space.
If Sam reaches the boat, all win together, if the boat leaves the
board before that, all have lost together.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

NORIS STROLCHE PUZZLE ME

Publisher: Huch & Friends
Designer: Reiner Knizia

Card discarding game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

MUNCHKIN QUEST MORTALE PORTALE

2

LOGICUS LOGIC BOX #1

8

7

The game comprises number cards from 1-100, each with
a scoring value between 1 and 3. You start with 7 cards and
a score of 50. You must lay a minimum of three cards in a
logical sequence, e.g. 2-4-8-16. You may add cards to already
laid-out sequences and you may connect sequences. If you
have laid out cards, their scoring value is added to your total
score. If you lay out all cards, you end the round and all players deduct the scoring values of their remaining cards from
their total. If you reach or top 100 you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no
A game on numbers for 2-8 players, ages 7 and up

WÜRFELPUZZLE TIERBABYS
Publisher: Kosmos

4

A first puzzle featuring well-known standard mechanisms: 12
pictures show different children, all funnily dressed and obviously very happy and cheerful, they roller-skate, dance, do
magic, play soccer, dive, etc. All those activities are depicted
on a colored background, which is different in each picture
and easily distinguishable from all other backgrounds. Those
12 pictures have been cut in two, the parts are spread face
down. In turn you can reveal two pieces: If the fit together,
you can keep them; if not, you put them back. When all pairs
have been found, you win with most pairs.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it nl pl ro * In-game text: no

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round –
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling
of the deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other
players check their cards for the value of this attribute – the
player with the highest value gets all cards of this round. In
case of a tie cards go on the table and the winner of the next
round receives those too. Theme Set: Specials Die Schlümpfe
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Dice puzzles are among the most interesting games for toddlers.
At a very early age children can assign the dot pattern on a die
to the corresponding image on a puzzle part without being able
to count or knowing numbers. In this edition a baby rabbit, a
chick, a kitten and a whelp have been split into 6 puzzle parts,
each part is marked with one of the 6 dice symbols. Each player
chooses an animal. Then in turn you roll the die and take the
part of your puzzle corresponding to the roll. If you already have
the piece you pass. If you are the first to complete your puzzle
you win. For a variant, parts can be taken in numerical order.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

A memo and placement game for 1-4 players, ages 3+

A card/quiz game for 2 or more players from age 8

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 4+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children +learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

HIGHLIGHTS AMONG GAMES t
TIP #69

HUGO KASTNER RECOMMENDS

QUARTETT / HAPPY FAMILIES
CLASSY VERSION: BLUFFQUARTETT
Dear Reader! Better than in any other modern card game you can reconstruct the mysterious history of the playing card in Happy
Families. You could argue that in times without telephone, radio or televisions the cards
mirrored the information levels of their time.
Be it illustrations of military matters, travels,
botany or zoology, heraldry, biblical facts,
poets or composers, each era created their
imaginative pictures to meet people’s demand for information and education. After
all, playing cards, and – in the case of children, Happy Families – were present in every
household. This assigned a quasi historiccultural task to playing cards. Speculations
that the origins of Quartett is to be seen in
avoiding the tax stamp for playing cards,
which was obligatory even at the start of
the 20th century cannot be verified, just as
the first game of Happy Families. 1851 can
be taken for a kind of birthday of this variety
of card games, because the British company
John Jaques received an order to produce a
game called “Happy Family”. No lesser a personage than the famous Punch cartoonist Sir
John Tenniel busied himself with the design
of this game, which today is still available as
a facsimile print. If you set aside the illustration design of Happy Families/Quartett and
only take a closer look at the game type itself, you can trace educational cards back to
the end of the 15th century. [From: Kastner/
Folkvord: Die große humboldt Enzyklopädie
der Kartenspiele. Humboldt, Baden-Baden
2005] In the Austrian Games Museum in Leopoldsdorf you can fully enjoy the aesthetic
pleasure of Happy Family illustrations.
Website: www.spielen.at
The light of lamp this time picks up the
rules of „Bluffquartett“ (in a team version).
DISTRIBUTION OF CARDS: In a game of
four, partners sit across from each other.
Four cards are set aside face down into a
TALON, which remains untouched up the
time when one player must give up his last

FROM THE MUSEUM
PLAYERS:

Designer: Kastner/Schönauer (dieseVersion)
Price: ca 5 Euro
Jahr: ca. 1850 (Original
Publisher: --www.pagat.com/reverse/hearts.html

cards. Each player is dealt 4 cards. AIM OF
THE GAME: Each team jointly collects as
many quartets as possible. GAMEPLAY: The
player left to the dealer has first right to
ask: A question sequence: (1) you demand
a certain card from a player (2) Before
you name the card the person asked can
„block“ a card by placing if face-down on
the table. Exception: You cannot block you
last card in hand. (3) If you are asked for a
blocked card, you must show it but keep it.
(4) Furthermore, you take over the right to
ask, the first inquirer is brushed off. (5) The
player who was brushed off picks up the
top card of the stack. (6) If the inquirer successfully asks for a card, the blocked card
must be replaced with another card from
your hand. CRACKING: A complete quartet
is placed horizontally in front of the owner.
The other team can try to crack it, that is,
get it back. A player with the right to ask
announces a crack: The player questions
blocks three cards from the quartet and
keeps one in hand. If he is asked exactly
for this card it must be handed over. All
blocked cards of the cracked quartet are
added to the hand of the player and the
game goes on normally. If the card is not
guessed correctly, the quartet is safe and
stored vertically. The right to ask goes to
the player who was asked for the card.
RIGHT TO ASK: This is governed by several
restrictions: If you take over the right to ask
you cannot instantly ask the player which
you rebuffed. Only when you have received
at least one card from a third player you can
ask anybody. (2) You can ask for any card
you want, even if you hold no card from
this quartet. (3) You may ask your partner,
when you have received at least one card
from an opponent. (4) You can only ask
for three cards in a row, albeit without the
partner blocking them. You must ask for
the name of the quartet and for the name
of the individual card, e.g. German Poets
/ Goethe, France/Paris or Italy/Fiat. You

www.usplayingcard.com/gamerules/hearts.html

4

AGE:

10+
TIME:

120+

    +    

Memory
Info
Chance
For this variant, Bluffquartett, you need a good
memory and concentrate very well, the ability
for bluffing coolly is also useful.
Hugos EXPERT TIP
Try to integrate the rules „blocking“ and „cracking“ into your game. The demands on abilities
of bluffing and memory are enhanced dramatically by those rules. And don’t underrate the
Talon, which sometimes holds the key to win
the game.
Hugos FLASHLIGHT
Bluffquartett turns a traditional children’s game
into a challenging „duel of intellects“.
PREVIEW:
RUMMIKUB
Board game version of a card game classic

are not allowed to ask for 1a or 4c, unless
the Quartet only shows basic information.
TALON: A soon as one player must hand
over his last card in hand he draws the top
card from the Talon and goes on playing
normally. END OF GAME: The game ends
with conquering the last quartet but one.
This can be submitted to one shot at cracking it. [From: Kastner, Mit Spielen lernen,
Schlütersche, Hannover 2008] 
Rückmeldungen an: Hugo.Kastner@spielen.at
Homepage: www.hugo-kastner.at
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Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 5
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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